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The Murray elementary
schools are conducting a
comprehensive self-study as
required every 10 years by the
of
Association
Southern
Colleges and Schools for a reaffirmation of accreditation,
aCearding to Dennis Taylor.

Byron Gallimore and The
Commonwealth will provide the
music Friday, February 11, for
the annual Valentine Dance at
the Calloway Country Club.
The dance is a closed event
for members and their out of
town guests.
Dancing will be from 9 p.m.
until 1 a.m., and tickets are
45.00 per couple.
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Ford Proposes Four
ax Hikes In Budget

and Robertson School, is serving as chairman of the steering
Fellow said he had survived
committee.
World War II, three automobile
A committee of educators
accidents, two bad marriages,
designated by the commission
four
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of the Southern Association will
depressions, 13 company strikes
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know what life is all about.
State University reading _failuw_up action.
and Mrs
assisted by
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The last self-study done in the
. and Mrs.
Mr.
The butcher had a busy day; chief advisor and consultant for elementary schools to comply Gingles Wallis,M.
Mr. and Mrs.
down to his last chicken, he this study which should be with the Southern Association Richard Knight,
their rates reduced from 5 to 4
FRANKFpFtT, 'Ky. (AP) --Mrs. Dan
and
Mr.
Erwin,
Otis
per cent to offset the loss of
placed it on the scale and told completed in November of 1972. requirements was completed in
Gov. Wendell Ford proposed a
McKinney, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Taylor, principal of Carter 1962.
federal deductability.
his customer, "That will be
James
new
Mrs.
biennial
budget
today
and
Mr.
Oakley,
Corporations making more
$1.85."
Mrs.
which calls for increases in
Taylor said the aelf-study, Lassiter, Mr. and
"Don't you have a larger
than $25,000 annually apparent,Cleburne Adatik,s _ and Mr. and
tax
four
categories
and
elimiqualifYing Abe sYstently will bear the brunt AM* tax
one?" asked the woman.
.
nation of the sales tax on food.
ror renewal of acereditation by Mrs. Jim Old.
increase.
Thinking fast, the butcher
The $3.5 billion over-all budgSouthern--Jiaaitiation, will
eliftrAgno-iw-'----icRoss said that tax will be set
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also
the
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essentially
- -provide
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vide the sdteeds with an inthe Meta, paused, then
at 5.8 per cent. The figure was
money
education,
same
for
depth look at itself.
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"It will be a meaningful
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of
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next
our
of
one," he said,"will be e2.25." . Groundhog Day used to be measurement
balance the budget," he said.
two fiscal years.- " The woman, hesitated made something you could count on educational effectiveness," he
.
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judge
to
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more.
no
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take
I'll
"I know what I'll do,
-The 5 cent sales las on food_ 416 million for the state in the
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purchased from groceries wilt --hext fiscal year and 17 million
home from collegea.:_ ,;;_-- ...les burrow and saw his shadow,.,_ to explore ways and means ta-_
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ireatla ever-increasing demand of South Central Bell Telephone
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Company has been delayed for
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Revenue Commissioner John cents, starting July 1.
one snow covered branch to er, or so the story goes.
five months by the Kentucky
Ross said the delay is due to
This is expected to yield $33.7
with
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in
staying
But,
Taylor said each area of the Public Service Commission.
another.
complications in setting up the million next fiscal year and
these turbulent times, three curriculum will be covered in
The increase, amounting to
operation.
$36.7 million the following year.
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$25.5 million annually, would
The state expects to lose ;38
agreement.
organizational structure of the have gone into effect today had
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million in the next fiscal year an
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age tax on 100 per cent of a
federal
deductability.
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a
see
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been filed with the Murray City
not. Anyway, it has some good
Approximately weekly atAt the same time smaller vehicle's value.
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_ There is nothing I can give_
all three deridedfor suspenstudy.
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(Continued on Page Ten
highway
department,
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main expenses for the Murray
you which you have not. Bat
sion.
the report. At the four
"Any person who has not been
liej)elite,,
Recreation.
and
Park
there is much that while I skeptical about Mona Ill's perSouth Central Bell serves 73
baseball fields hi the-Piiit;
Jormance. Daykin asked the asked to participate will be
dielit.bas
--been labor, supplies
cannot give, you can take.
the
said
It
counties.
weekly attendance-or-4;100
Kentucky
the
additionat
come
abovewelcome to
iiiiii-p-iierk-iiiidz-elecNo heaven can come to us County Council for an
new rates would yield only and
participants was counted. The
unless our heart find rest in it ol $41,000 in funds for snow re- time if they are interested,"
tricity."
$12.6 million a year after taxes.
six picnic pavaliions averaged a
Taylor
said.
the
for
Total expenditures
today. Take heaven--. .........
weekly number of 500 persons.
__, 1971 year, including director's
No peace lies in the future
The playground apparatus
Funds
$15,323.60.
were
salary
which is not hidden in this
averaged 1,000 persons weekly.
for this amount came from the
present instant. Take peace.
The senior citizens min-park
General fund($12,000 and from
The gloom of the world is but
averaged a weekly attendance
53,323
(
60).
donations
and
fees
a shadow; behind it, yet within
of 150. Four hundred persons
all
Listed in the report were
Take joy.
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our reach is joy.
week enjoyed the use of the
activities conducted by the park Per
family recreation area.
These
year.
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this
at
during the
And Is°.
greet you, with the
time,
The arts and crafts area
fourth bill in the adminisincluded a basketball clinic, day averaged 100 persons per week;
prayer that for you now and
No-fault insurance is a con- clinic, arts and crafts clinic,
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP( - A tributed by Stacy said. "The
tration's consumer protection
forever, the day breaks and the
friend
of the administration has U.S. Department of Trans- troversial topic, with the insur- youth and adult tennis lessons, as did the adult tennis lessons.
package, a measure banning
shadows flee away.
introduced a hybrid no-fault portation has indicated that if al?" industry Wading to favor men's and women's softball, The youth tennis lessons
selling" in Kentucky,
"referral
Attributed to
auto insurance plan which he states do not take meaningful It and the lawyers' profession golf lessons, family night, program had 140 participants.
has been passed by the House
Fra Giovanni, A.D. 1513
atwas
clinic
basketball
The
believes might be looked on action, the Federal government expressing serious reservations. men's summer basketball
Approved by the House on a
will."
The outcome of Stacy's bill tournament, handicap day, tended by 40 persons per week.
kindly by Gov. Wendell Ford.
vote Wednesday, House
96-0
Among the points in the pro- almost certainly will hinge on women's doubles city tennis The free use period in both
The version was offered
Bill 172 would prohibit salesaveraged
basketball
and
tennis
which way the administration tournament,
Wednesday by Sen. Joe Stacy, posed measure:
and
men's
men from offering consumers a
500 per week.
-All motorists would be re- goes.
majority whip,and is certain to
discount or bonus for referring
women's invitational s softball
park
mini
Belmont
The
this
provoke a spirited verbal battle quired to have insurance.
A bill introduced by Rep. Bil- tournament, handicap swimthem to other people who subwould cover benefits payable ly Paxton, • I)-Central City, ming program, women's averaged 250 persons per week.
in the legislature.
COHEN STUBBLEFIELD
sequently make purchases as
The Pough Hill mini park
No-fault insurance essentially without regard to fault and basThe mobile home of Richard
well. The bill now goes to the
slimnastics, modern dance, averaged 300 participants per
(Continued
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Page
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at Fox • Meadows envisions payment of death and ic bodily injury and property
Frazier
Senate.
week.
Trailer Court, South leth Street, injury benefits and property damage liability as now carried
The House was scheduled to
Three sources of revenue
A-2, was damaged extensively damages, regardless of negli- by those with insurance under
vote on the bill Tuesday, when
budget.
1971
the
for
listed
were
the current system.
by fire on Wednesday morning gence.
three other measures in the adRevenue totaling $12,000 from
-No-fault payments would be
at 9.05.
The Kentucky version is not
ministration package were
the General Fund accounted for
Three trucks with Chief quite like that in other states made for medical bills, wage
passed, but the vote was held
reyenue.
total
the
of
78 per cent
Jackie Cooper, twelve regular because, for one thing, it does loss, hospitalization and funeral
up so a technical amendment
and two volunteer firemen of not limit the amount which expenses.
could be prepared. That
Page
on
Tea)
(Continued
-No payment would be made
the Murray Fire Department may be recovered for death, inamendment repealed sections
%ere at the scene. The booster juries or property damage .over for damage to the owner's car,
of a present law on. referral
was used to extinguish the and above the no-fault pay- but Tegular collision or comto former selling which attempted_to ban_
memorial
-A'
Llarnes which were confinedla _ments in any legal case.
- prehensive policies could
Callotvay County. Sheriff, Cohen the practice as constituting a
handle that aspect.
the center bedroom, according
Stubblefield, will be unvieled at lottery.
To avoid conflict with Ken-An injured person not satisto records of the department.
Other bills passed by the
the beginning Of the February
tucky's constitution, the bill fied with the payment offered
and sent on to the Senate
House
the
County
of
term
Calloway
preserves all common law by his insurance company
Marvin Harris, Calloway Circuit Court, according to an were4
"=2
procedures for settling disputed could sue the firm.
County Clerk, has announced announcement made by County
-HB147,Making each polling
claims, including the right to
that his office will now be open Judge Robert 0. Miller this station on primary election day
Stacy said experience in othtrial by jury.
six days a week during this morning.
a branch office where quaffed
"The current plan has been er states leads him to believe a
month for the sale of license
10
auto
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citizens can register to vote in
on
cent
savings
per
of
memorial
Unvieling
the
4
drafted by Kentuckians for
Jackson Purchase
subsequent elections. The' bill
plates.
is
insurance
policies
possible.
9
for
a.m.
scheduled
is
plaque
Cold wave warning for Kentuckians," a fact sheet disHarris said the office will be on the morning of February 7 pasted O&M.
"In any event, the policyhol:tonight. Clearing and much
open on Saturdays starting this in the Circtift-Court room at the
-HBIO, Exempting physider would receive a greater
colder tonight with cold wave
Saturday, February 5, from Calloway County Courthouse. cians, nurses and anyone certishare of the premium dollar in
warning. Low 15 to 20. Fridayeight arre to five p.m. The same
claims," he said. "He also
The memorial plaque was fied as an emergency medical
-clear and cold with highs in
hours will be observed each day purchased with funds donated technician from liability 'for
would receive substantial rethe mid 20s7 Outlook for Saturduring the week while the office by friends of former sheriff treating 'anyone at the scene of
ductions in the cost of uninday-clear and continued cold.
is open on Saturdays.
sured motorist and medical
Stubblefield and will be per- an aecident •unless they are
A public hearing has been payment coverages."
purto
urged
are
Persons
manently affixed to the wall in guilty of misconduct-At pissed
Kentucky extended outlook
scheduled for February 15 at
chase their car, farm, and 6000 the courthouse lobby near the 75-9.
Fair and cold Saturday. Part- 7:30 at the City Hall on the
commercial truck licenses as Sheriffl.s._Office, a spoltesmalT - Art--other-aetion, the--Houee
ly cloudy and warming with a annexation of two areas of land
-soon as possibletbiVoid the last said.
alloWed Rep. James Yocom, D.
chance of snow Sunday and a to the city
minute rush at the close of this
Louisville, to withdraw a bill he
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All
the
of
i
Stubblefiela
seventh
- chance Of
grade
at
student
the
The areas involved
are
month. The cost is $12.50 and family are invited to attend the sponsored Which would have rein the teens Saturday and Sun- located on either side of U.S. 641 Murray Middle School, was not
each vehicle owner is to bring unveiling ceremonies.
glared pers_Oria_ working in
NO BIG DEAL-Oldtimer" finish up a hand of cards at Tampa's
day increasing to the 20is Mon- South and includes fliverwood included in the list submitted
the license receipt.
Circuit Court Judge James places selling alcoholic beverday. Highs in the low 30s Satur- subdivtsion. The areas are not who were named to the upper Spanish Club In the Latin Quarter, oblivious to Sea. Hubert
The oeadline for the purchase M.Lassiter will serve as master ages to register wag the State
day, in the upper 30s and low now in the city limits.
honor roll of the school for the Humphrey, D.-Minn., who as touring the area in a bid for votes
of .he 1972 license tags is of ceremonies for
presidential
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Democratic
the Alcoholic Beverage. Control
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14
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LEXINGTON, Ky.-Newand profit-making-ideas on
idairy herd management will be
featured at the Kentucky
Dairymen's Conference, Feb. 4NEW YORK (AP) - Al- were paying with what the ac5, at the Ramada Inn in
though the overall wisdom of tually paid.
Louisville.
Before the law he found that
the ordinary consumer and inPlanned to give Kentucky
index of accuracy was 45
the
vestor can be easily demonstradairy farmers up-to-date inted, there are two failings that per cent, meaning that on averformation on many aspects of
remain curiously persistent: A age they thought they were
the farm dairy program, the
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
tendency to ignore, a tendency paying leas than half of what
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
Conference is expected to atthey actually were paying.
to forget.
dairymen from
tract
Writing in the Michigan BusiIt is difficult, for example, to
throughout Kentucky. Sponsors
the impact of the ness Review, Mandell reports
measure
of the event are the University
health warnings on cigarette that a similar study after pasof Kentucky College of
packages-and now on advertis- sage of the law showed that the
Cooperative
Agriculture's
ing too-but you could develop mean accuracy was 53 per
and
Service
Extension
an argument for saying that it cent, "an increase that was
Department of Animal Science,
barely significant."
is nil.
in cooperation with Kyana
Deaths reported are Mrs. Paschal Clanton, age 55, and Mrs.
1960s conIn
middle
the
A look at the current stock
Division of Dairymen, Inc.;
Viola Edgins, age 84, on February 1, adn Charles W. Winters, age
refollowing
fall,
did
sumption
Luuthins the tendency
market
=---American Dairy Association of
92, on February _2.,
lease of the U.S. Surgeon Gen- of small investors to forget.
Kentucky
the
and
Kentucky,
&
Calister.
-KM
Miss Marinell Myers, daughter- id Wald
Cattle eral's report on smoking and Speculation is here again. MarDairy
Purebred
Myers of Lynn Grove Route One, will represent District Lot the
health. But since then the in- gin buying is rising. And some
Association.
American D Dairy Association in the annual state dairy princess
dustry has enjoyed a rather stocks are taking very curious
Feb.
Friday,
on
program
The
. contest on February 12.
steady 3 per cent gain per somersaults.
4, includes morning sessions on
A special feature on Er-Murray State College Player andAAU
year.
As brokerstityou,there
ways to mechanize a dairy
All Isierican First U. Howard Crittenden and other Kenteelty
Cigarette consumption last is growing interest among
waste
of
methods
farmstead,
is
Ark.,
Chaffee,
basketball players in the 100th Division at Fort
year was estimated to be 536.3 small investors in new issues,
disposal and Kentucky laws
published in the Ledger & Times.
_•
in "stocks with algoryAnacbillion units,oven though ever
about these methods,
Rev. Henry McKenzie spoke on "Rotary International" at the
advisos7: tion stocks.
raising
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_211eataug_uLthekitiersavActiaty_Chill-tbia-seeek
The Surgeog Gener—profitable dairy beef and veal,--"Warning:
Whether or -not This type of
al Has Determined That Ciga-'' New developments in. milking activity in one section of the
to
Dangerous
Is
rette
Smoking
machines and methods that
market will spread to epidemic
Health."
have helped dairymen do a Your
proportions cannot be foretold,
Have smokers become una- but if it does it seems likely to
better management job will be
leatured topics on Friday of- ware of the warning? Do they burn some of the very investors
doubt tbe accuracy of the Sur- who lost out in previous hot
ternoon.
--a- Mrs. Noah Wilson, sister of Marvin 0. Page, died February 1 at
geon General's assessment? Do markets.
!Alton.
nI- they simply ignore the warning
feed
curSttliZgra
on
:
l
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y
data
s
e
'
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d
t
a
lu
S
inc
A high executive of a group
been
have
.. Twenty-three team captains and 115 solicitors
coats, raising dairy calves- because it interferes withr _ mutual funds explains that
_ -d
•
;elected for the nu Boy Scout campaign which win start
-- enjoyment?
-=-" successfully, and planning
while his portfolio managers
- - -February 4 in Murray and Calloway County. Eltis Henson isreason,
tU
Whatever
OfibiES
part
Also
layouts.
---"'"--dalry
are
looking for solid stocks that
chairman of the Happy-Valley District of the Boy Scouts
__
, morning program will be smokers continue to buy ciga- can be expected to return modAmerica.
discussions of Kentucky's milk - rettes even though the industry est gains, they also have set
The Alrno Warriors downed New Concord 59 to 5$ in the finals of
and lies been forced to advertise in aside funds for those action
future
marketing
the Calloway County Basketball Tournament to win the 1951-52
.Milbocker said both mulches
to what wodld seem to be a count- stocks.
of
guidelines
presentation
LEXINGTON, Ky.-Proper
county championship. Kirksey beat Murray Training 61 to 55 in
seemed to give equally good
a farmer guarantee erproductive way.
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for
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.
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The
can
watering
and
mulching
For mutual funds to play the
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results, with no significant Christian chureff Ministers'
A similar characteristic is obhimself a , geed income from
vreeent the
really stimulate trees and
is dangerous, but they
The Junior Class of New Concord High Scho_a_l
game
differerice in growth rates from Wives will be held on February dairying.
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shrubs to grow, an experiment
9.ligre. Cho,Grogan
play,"A Ready Made Fin*? on
generally have the ability to
the two materials.
Despite
widespread
a
with
borrows.
closes
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8, 9, 10, 1972 with daytime
at the University of Kentucky
survive. For small investors
is the class sponsor.
The UK horticulturist said he sessions . at
Lexington Saturday luncheon, but the publicity regarding interests the speculation game can be
has shown.
expected
that
difshow
temperature
now
the
of
Kentucky
surveys
meeting
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annual
Theological Seminary and
Dr. Dan Milbocker, a horas it has been in the
ferences under the two types of evening sessions at Tran- Purebred
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Cattle millions of Americans are una- disastrous,
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y.011.50
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.
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effect
breed
by
followed
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red
afternoon,
-Agriculture, used a system of growth due to the
expected the Christian Church (Disciples. meetings.
Before July 1, 1969, when the
mulching and irrigation on
The wicked shall be turned into hen, MI 11111 ihe 11•111111111 lhat
However,
he said of Christ) In Kentucky in- Speakers include specialists Truth in Lending Law
differences.
as
Japan's national television
several species of nursery similar growth under
forget God.--Psahn 5:17.
both cooperation with Lexington on topics relates to dairying passed, Lewis Mandell of the network will broadcast the
Bible.
the
all
see
to
in
wanted
verses
Milbocker
stock.
powerful
One of the most
mulches indicated that
from the University of Ken- Univergity of Michigan's Sur- English-laaguage "Sesame
Theological Seminary and
what kind of growth could be
moisture has more effect on
- -tucky and dairy experts from vey Roswell Center asked car Street" program in 1972 after
• ylvania University.
achieved, and also to compare
testing the educational aeries
growth than temperature...--elint on
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t
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,
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English to
installment loans. He then corn- helpful in teaching
minister of the :Central Other statesfoil and black polyethylene as
young Japanese.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
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on
details
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More
thought
what
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Woodward Christian Church in
mulches and irrigated with a
ference program are available
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gives a will the benefit of the
Harvey was dismayed to learn,
when his father's will was read, doubt. This is not only a matter growing while the irrigated and perform at 9 p.m. in Baird Marty is "The 'Concept of over the spring of 197k
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go to the least deserving. Taxes cultivated viburnum. The Dr. Robert Hawkins will direct
:.was getting forgetful. And he
was totally blind. In such a con- may be needlessly high. Costs of treatment produced about three the MSU Symphony Band at 9 State University of New York at
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who has grown old without havTHEY TAKE WH4T THEY WANT
This spring's toatals in exing made a will, the law's advice increase the height of the birch p.m. in Button Auditorium. Dr. ,movements.
is plain:
The theme for Dr. Novak's tension and correspondence are
trees, but the mulched trees Hawkins will conduct the Clinic
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Morehead State also serves
growth by delaying dormancy, Feb. 20 beginning at I p.m. in Shelbyville and President of the
the period when the plant Baird Recital Hall. Five guest Christian Church (Disciples of the region by broadcasting
temporarily stops growing. He conductors Will be featured. Christ) In Kentucky, will, ad- basic.„adult-education courses
Four consultants serving with said woody trees or plants go The'Y' are—Niiivil Howell of :arise the rnsiltute on the theme, over WMKY.,. the university's
Beltone Hearing Center, 700 dormant if conditions become Clovis, N.M., W.J. Julian of the ."Concerns of the Christian 50,000-watt FM radio station.
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The regular meeting of the
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes was held Thursday,
January 20, at eight o'clock in
- the evening at the home of Mrs.
C. P. Williams, president, who
presided.
Reports of receipts from the
bake sale and calendar sales
during December were rendered. The money earned will
be used for service projects
executed during the coming
year.
By Abigail V en Buren
Some of
the members
volunteered to -help with the
DEAR ABBY: What is a 25-year-old woman to do when
March of Dimes. These
keep coming to her door and ask, -Is your mother
people
members were given assignhome?" This has happened to me so many times lately I
ments and asked to have money
want to scream.
in by Saturday, January 29.
I am a high school teacher, and at the beginning of the
Beginning in February, the
school year, a fellow teacher [atom I had not met yet)
Jaycettes will begin an imstopped me in the hall and asked if I had a "pass" to be out
portant service project which
will consist of making regular
-Abby, I 07-N1AM-tress analog nilage, but no matter
visits to patients at the Con•what I do, I still come off looking like a 17-year-o4d kid.
valescent Division of the
PATTY IN TACOMA
Suggestions?
Murray-Calloway County
Relax
anc
enjoy
it! Most wanes
Yes.
DEAR PAMs
Hospital. The club hopes to
(Love Studio Photo)
• einspilate beeauee-ne-sooner do their pimples clear up edema make its first visit during the
ey start
— • first week in February. During
the visits, the members will
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Moody of Alrno Route One will celebrate
DEAR ABBY: Mike [not his real name] and I were
read to patients, wrIte letters
- their golden wedding anniversary with an open house in the
married for 26r
I loved him so much and always-made
and cards, and play stake
--Conmou'llY Room Of the Murray Federal Savings and Loan,lth
s1làfbIi inability to grew up. iNtit of the burden and Main Streets, on Sunday, February 13.
of raising our six children was left to me, and I had_twarack.
Several Members were
All frienet and relatives are invited to theTiWdOtion to be held, _ outside the home to supplement the college costs.
----PresentJth.IDge_thYt AP- from two to four-o'clock in the afternoon.
_ -A year ago Mike left me to go with his girl friend. (She
•
eluding one visitor, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Moody were married February 12, 1922, in
was 25. He was 531
Charlie Carter.
Stewart
County near Model, Tenn., with Bro. J.M. Thomas ofI managed as best I could without him. I kept my pride
Refreshments were served
ficiating.
and did not beg him to come home, altho I kept praying he
following the meeting.
Mr. Moody, a retired employee of the Murray Division of the
would. [Foolish me!)
Tappan Company,is the son of the late Robert and Lula B. Moody.'--He called this morning. His girl friend has left him. He
Mrs. Moody is the daughter of the lage C.W. and Maggie B.
is heavily in debt. He wants to come -home." Everywie
Elkins.
• knows he left as for another woman.
They are the parents of four daughters, Mrs. Bunas (Jane)
I WU levtfift.. Abby, Would I be a fool to take Wm-TIME TO THIN/C.--Barnett of Lincoln Park, Mich., Mrs. Bert (Geneva) Collins of .•
Murralikelde Four, Mrs. Billy (Carlene) Hale of Alin° Route
DEAR flint: If you esit 'love" him, you'd be a fool
One. and Mrs. Carlos(Wilda) Crouch of Lynn Grove. Their five
suit..
grandchildren
Vicky
Collins, Berry Hale, Melissa Hale, Hal
Mrs. Ralph Darnell opened
Crouch, and Keith Crouch.
her home for the January
=AR ABBY: When a husband or wife passes on, is ft
meeting of the Wesaide
pris
to continue to address Ins inr_berJ relatives as "in,
Homemakers Club.
laws"?
•
C. B.
New lessons for the coming
DEAR C. B.: Technically, if one no longer has a legal
year were discussed during the
spouse. he no longer has in-laws. But kindness and considerbusiness session presided over
ation transcend technicalities, and if the remaining mate
by Mrs. Alvin Usrey, president.
feels warmly toward his former in-laws, he will continue to
One of the best ways to anywhere there is enough space
Elected as secretary for the
address them as such, unless or until he acquires other inensure that your costs for water for the tank and an electrical
coming year was Mrs. Jerry
heating are as low as possible is connection.
laws.
Don Butler.
Locating the water heater at
Members present were Mrs. to heat your water supply with
the most efficient water heater or near the spot where most of
DEAR ABBY: I took your advice, and when an acquaint—
Wayburn Wyatt, Mrs. Glen_.
.
-- the hot water is used eliminateavailable.
ance of mine inkincerely said to me [for the 15th time!],
Gibbs, Mrs. Harold Fones, Mrs.
The electric water heater, costly pipe runs. With a short
"Why don't you come over SOMETIME?" I replied, "I would
Alvin Usrey,Mrs. Elvin Crouse, which is approximately 100 pipe run, very little cool water
love to. How about Tuesday evening?"
and Mrs. Ralph Darnell.
'percent efficient in transferring must be drawn off before the
1flextnetifgllbeheJd „heat to water. leads the field as hot water reaches the faucetre.----,--- She stammered and blushed, and saki,"No, not Tues.
day. That's my club night." I decided to teach her a good
And the less water that is
at the home of lien. V14 A. Ea•-, far as efficiency is concerned.
lesson, so I said, "Well, what night would be convenient for
1. *ff.!.
And, the electric water heater wasted, the more money you
win.
.
has other advantages that can „save. _ _______
YOU?"
mean real savings to you. In
ale looked at me like she couldn't believe what she was
Other ways to save on water
fact, with efficient use of this heating costs include holding
hearing, and said, "Why don't you let me telephone you,
appliance, you should be able to dishes for w.ashing in the
and we'll decide on a date then?"
reduce your water heating costs dishwasher until you have a
When we parted..she was still mumbling. I don't expect
significantly.
full load and washing only
to hear from her. But I'll bet I cured her of giving those
The electric water heater can complete loads of laundry in
insincere "why-don't-you-come-over-sometime" invitations.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Chur- and should be installed close to your automatic washer.
NERVY
chill returned home Tuesday the point of greatest hot water
Also, it's important to check
after a three weeks vacation to consumption. Since this water for leaky hot water faucets. Just
What's your problem • )oe'll feel better if you get it off
points in Florida. While away' heater needs no flue or vent, it one leaky faucet can waste
year chest. Write to Aiitt N Box Mee, Los Angeles, Cal.
_ in
• the bathroom, several gallons of heated twUtirt
they also went on a cruise in theNM. For a personal repls eaclose stamped. addressed
kitchen, laundry area, or In a 24-hour period.
Caribbean.
•,
awireiere.
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The Baptist Women of the
Kirlcsey Baptist Church held its
regular meeting on Wednesday,
January 26, at seven o'clock Inthe evening with _Mrs, Stevie_
Trees as the leader for tha
program on "Family Crisis%
Mrs. Jim Washer gave the
call to prayer and read the
scripture from Colossians 3:917. Prayer was led by Mrs. R.
W. Blakely,
Assisting Mrs. Trees in the
program were Mrs. Mike Sykes,
Mrs. Isaiah Tress, Mrs. Junior
Compton, and Mrs. W. A. Erwin.
Other members present were
Mrs. Urban Belcher and Mrs.
Jack Cain.
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Baptist Women Of WI
Kkksey'Holcf-Meet4t----

Mrs. Ralph Darnell
Hostess For Meet
-Of Westside Club

For Ablry's new booklet. ft•Vikat Tose-Agers Want to
Know." seed in to Abby. Box ow Lei Aftetts. CAL NNW

lli First

Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Miss
Lorene Swann with Mrs
Madelle Talent as hostess at
7:15 p.m.

The Town and Country
Homemakers, Club will meet
with Mrs. John Bartholorn ,
Loch Lomond Drive, at 7:30
p.m. Members should bring
patterns for pattern exchange
The WMC of the First
Assembly of God will meet at
the church at one p.m.

Mrs. Patsy Woodall, left, Mrs. Betty Hutson, Miss Jean Cooper, and Mrs. Edna Bogard are four
new members of the Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda Sorority who were pledged at the
meeting held at Captain's Kitchen with Mrs. Judy Scribner, vice-president, conducting the ceremony
and appointing Mystagogncr. for each pledge. Mrs. Woodall, agent for West Kentucky Stages, is
married to Robert Dale Wooand they have one daughter. Mrs. Hutson resides on Murray Route
Five with her three children. Mtn Cooper is a teacher at the Murray University Kindergarten. Mrs.
Bogard with her husband, Pat, and their two daughters reside on Murray Route One. Sixteen
members were present and participated in the pledge ceremony.

*Velvet

* Wet-Loi' k

Phi
Beta
Lambda,
professional business fraternity
at Murray State, will have a
called meeting at 6:30 pin in
Room 104 of the business
building. Important convention
plans will be made.

Miss Barbara Ann DuLac
M.antil*e.fIB.Smith of kirksey announce the engagement

HENNINGER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J.
Henninger of Murray Route
Four are the parents of a baby
girl, Elizabeth Ann, weighing
eight pounds nine ounces, born
on Tuesday, January15,7117111—
p.m. at the Murray-Callow
County Hospital.
They have one son, Mobbed
William, age nineteen rrainlia
The father is employed at
Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet
Company, Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. W.H. Henninger of
Lakeland, Fla., and Mr. and
Mrs. William B. Allbritten of
Murray Route Five,

of her daughter, Miss Barbara Ann DuLac, to SN John W. Ross,
--Jr. The bride-elect is the daughter of W.K. EhaLac of Westland,
Mich.
The bride-to-be will graduate from John Glenn High School,
Westland, Mich., in June of 1972. She is employed at the WayneWestland Library.
The groom-elect is the son of Mrs. Cheryl Ross of Chattanooga,
Tenn. and John W. Ross of Westland, Mich. He graduated from
John Glenn High School in the class of 1970 and is presently
stationed with the U.S. Navy at Treasure Island,Sao Francisco,--- In addition to having a flavor
ell its sem, honey rates high as
A summer wedding is being planned.

Skating Party Is
Held By 4-H Clubs
Weight-Watchers

--Thitlynn Grove Junior PoorH Club held a skating party at
the Benton Skating Rink on
Tuesday, January 11, from sixthirty to eight-thirty o'clock in
the evening.
Special guests were also
members of the Senior Four-H
Club. The parents accompanied
the children to the party.

TRY

Diaphene-Forte
A pleasant way to
help demos* your

— dinky _Wiwi,.

Easy To Scrub
Washable window shades
—tire available in a variety of
colors arid textures. The
cloth shades are covered
with vinyl making them
colorfast and easy to scrub.

TiGI

wAtus

V11111111111•11.1•1111MIRIM
hitnutAY Phone ft 3.7272 KENTUCKY

Swiss
discovery makes
every woman's
dream come true!
Spare tire?
•
If you can't see your ribs
you're overweight.
•
Sorry,
but it's_
trUt.

Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. Paul Sturm at
7:30 p.m.
Friday, February 11
The Town and Gown Dance
will be held by the Women's
_ Seciety of Murray State,
University at the WOW Hall
from eight p.m. to Midnight.
Reservations should he made
with Mesdames Phillip Tibbs,
Hareld Blair, Charles Homra,
William 0. Price, James Armbruster, Joseph Cowin, or
Walter Segrera.

The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck luncheon at the
club house at one p.m. Members
note change in time. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Clifton Key,
Humphrey Key, M. P.
Sunday, Februarl 12
Christopher, Fred Gingko', and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mdody will
Peter Whaley.
have open house in celebration
of their golden wedding anThe Hazel Parent Teacher niversary at the Community
Club will meet at seven p.m at Room, Murray Federal Savings
the school.
and Loan,7th and Main Streets,
from two to four p.m. All friends
and relatives are invited to
Friday, February 4
The Murray-Calloway County attend,
Senior Citizens Club will have a
potluck luncheon at noon at the
soCial hall oi the First United
secret
Methodist Church. Charles
Hale, property valuation adSeasoned salt i.; splendid.
ministrator, will explain the to sprinkle on crep salad
greens tossed With your faHomestead tax form.
v'e rite dressng. Good on
cottage cheese and sliced
Monday, February 7
The Kathleen Jones Group of tomatoes, too.'

Look
at the basic of your tighs,
are they good grief: creepy?
Bulge, when you ,,it
They shouldn't.

Be Several
• Sizes Smaller
by Easter!

IF YOU QUALIFY FOR
THE ABOVE ... CALL 753-2962
NOW FOR FREE FIGURE
ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION

SPRING
Will Soon Be Here
HOW ABOUT YOUR SHAPE
Phone 753-2962

Gain a new outlook on life and feel better! Call Now

Salt's the

753-2962
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Olympic Ceremonies Carried._CU 0 bItt _Dallas, Baltimore Get_

Out As Scheduled Yesterday

a.

Best Deal Frilffl. Draft

NEW YORK_ AP)- The ground-gainer; John Babinecz ning back and linebacker and
•
rich-namely,Dallas and Bald- of Vaillanova, a 220-pound line- when they filled both holes
SAPPORO, Japan (AP) - mony caught the imagination of selves against the cold andmore, the last two Super Bowl backer with speed, and flashy relatively early, a representalooked with amazement at the
Clouds of dissension hanging the crowd.
chars-apparently got richer wide receiver Charlie "Earl the live of -one'club shook his head
caw- :the 11th Winter Olyirgar —One was Avery Brundage. ti:t Japanese women initimanes._
in this week's National Football Pearl" McKee of Arizona.
.
Games all but dispersed Thurs- year-old president of the Inter- who stepped dlintily through
in disbelief.
League draft.
rRound 3 found Dallas choosday as the sun shone down on national Olympic Committee the snow in sandals to the staOn later rounds, after taking
"At first glance," said an ex- ing Michigan linebacker Mike a flyer at semipro defensive
rnperor Hirohito of Japan and whose dedicated campaign dium entrances.
ecutive of one NFL team, who Keller and Utah kicker Mary back Charles "Doc" Bolden,
There were a few tiny hitthrong of 50,000 at Mako- against professionalism led to
ches.
rnanai Skating Stadium for the the ban on Schram,.
Murray State's Racers, edged hand, played all but three requested that his name not be Bateman, who led the nation the Cowboys came up with such
The Olympic flag
got 711.74 lanaday by
The jaunty old president, a
4ittering opening ceremonies.
rmnus of the Western game used,"I'd say Dallas and Etalti- with a 48.1-yard punting aver- prospects as North Carolina
The solemn ritual, patterns of black fur hat on his head, wrapped around the staff and
and'Scored 26 points. Racer more got the best of it over-all. age. In Round 4, the Cowboys A&T linebacker Ralph Colewill play WesParson's
trnKucky,
bright colors, sunshine on the strode into the center of the never billowed out properly un- College at Murray tonight Coach Cal Luther said his The Cowboys got nine players tapped Northern Michigan line- man, Oklahoma running back
snow and pageantry obliterated arena and spoke in English and til the teams were leaving the before getting back to Ohio performance was amazing in the first four rounds and the backer Tim Kearney, San Roy Bell, Florida State defenColts got some real good athlet- Diego State wide receiver Rob- sive end Richard Amman and
for one brief hour the bitterness Japanese, calling on the emper- stadium.
Valley
Conference
wars considering it was his first
es, particularly in the second ert West and Penn State line- North Carolina A&T defensive
Officials had te struggle with
over the expulsion of Austrian or to open the games.
Saturday against Austin-Peay. complete game since his injury.
round when they had three backer Charlie Zapiec.
The other outstanding figure a red carpet which threatened
ski star Karl Schranz. end Lonnie Leonard and the
Parsons is 13-4 for the season
Of the loss to Western, Luther straight picks.
Schranz, kicked out of the was Ingrid Lafforgue, the to blow away.
The Cowboys went into the disbelieving headshaker mut"Other teams that did well in draft looking for depth at run- tered, "It's disgusting!"
And when 800 Japanese and will be one of the highest said the Racers were beaten by
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TODAY SAVE UP TO 20% ON RIMED
GROUPS* ETHAN ALLEN fURNITURE.

WINTER SALE

Do you really want
your brother-in-law to
know how much
you earned last year?

•

• . • •

Discontinued "Ethan Allen"

Of dounie not. It's nobody's business
but your own.
However, annually millions of taxpayers bear this kind of per-

Furthermore, if your return is
audited we will accompany you, at
no extra cost, to the Internal Revenue Service and explain how
your return was prepared,
,aquainformation to_peapla.
who really shouldn't
even though we will not
act as your legal 'repknow. For what? Just
resentative.
so they can save a
This means that
few dollars doing
H & R Block is
their income tax. _
ready to offer you
That's some price
to pay.
year 'round tax
service for just one
You see, for only
low fee a year, with
a few dollars more
/III/1
no extra charge for
than it costs to do it
audits and estimates.
with any amateur who
might not know that
Yes, we cost a little bit
work clothes in some inmore than your relatives
stances are deductible, or that
or friends,. or neighbors but
income averaging might save tat when you think of what we deliver,
dollaYs, you can have your tax return you can't afford anything less than
done by a speciaJly trained member H Itt R Block.
of the H & R Block team with complete confidentiality. There are thou- DON'T LET AN AMATEUR DO
HaR BLOCK'S JOB.
sanchuif thern4n_ossr-61000-canvent--ently located,offices, H
R Block's
fees start at S5 andlte average cost
was under $12.50 for the 7 million
families we-served last year.
The income tax peopk.

H&R Block.

Open 1 A_M.- 7 P.M. Weelidays, 1.1 Sat.
Phone 7S3-92111
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

100B No. 6th St.
Murray, Ky.

Reg.
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Sheffild Cherry

_
'373" 52" DOUBLE DRESSER & MIRROR
—4249" 6 DRAWER CHEST
•—
$299" 7 DRAWER CHEST-ON CHEST
421" 56" TRIPLE DRESSER & MIRROR
244" TALL POSTER BED & CANOPY FRAME
224" OVAL EXTENSION DINING TABLE
61° FORMAL SIDE (HAIRS
82" FORMAL ARM CHAIRS
Item Description

"

1
452.

JEEP

CAIN & TREAS
MOTOR SALES
$06 Coldwater Rd.

Phone 153-6448
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS game losing
tring with its
"He's so great," said New triumph over Cleveland, loser
York Knicks Coach Red Holz- of 114 last
17 gamesman of Cincinnati's Nate ArchiPhiladelphia burst to a 37-19
out there taking his licks in
By BOB ORTMAN
bald, "if I didn't have to play first-period lead over Buffalo
most of the meets.
Copley News Service
against him, I'd enjoy watching and went on to whip the Braves
play,"
he
to
"I like
him."
as Fred Carter led the way
As the golf caravan launches remarked, "and I get nervous
Holzman didn't have to play with 23 points.
when I'm not playing, and I see
its 1972 trek in search of a $7.5
against Archibald Wednesday
all that money up and other
Houston got balanced scormillion treasure, Lee Trevino is
night-but his Knicks did and ing-23 points from Greg Smith
guys shooting for it.
in the same quandary as the
he didn't enjoy it.
"I'd like to win one of the
and 22 each from Elvin Hayes
entertainer who committed•
major tournaments, parArchibald, one Of the smallest and
Rudy
Tomjanovich-in
during
his
act.
What
to
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ticularly the PGA or the
players in the National Basket- crushing Seattle with a 66-point
•
do for an encore?
two of the big
ball - Association-he admits second-half.
The self-styled Super Mex
four i the U. S. and British
being shorter than his listed
Kareem Jabbar, the league's
had a winning streak last year
opens), and I'd like to win all
height of 6-feet-l-went on the leading scorer, broke loose for
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sour. There's only been, how
biggest scoring rampage of his 45 points and Oscar Robertson,
streak almost seem like a
do it in
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slump. He earned $210,000 in15 • -many, four men to
history." That, he judged,
by
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and leading the Royals to a 116- throws with 44 seconds left, as
weeks, climaxed
"would be really something."
amazing, four-week stretch in
105 victory over the Knicks.
Milwaukee slipped past PhoeIn 1966 when he was a $30-awhich he won three tour-He is improving almost nix.
week assistant pro, Trevino's
naments-and there wasn't an
daily," said Cincinnati Coach
tournament take totaled $600.
Azalea Open among them.
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Open,
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"I used to tell jokes and
heights he might have achieved
Archibald averaged 16 points
nobody laughed," said Lee.
unpropitious
If, at that
a garne last season, but said:
"Now I tell the same labs and
he had not been
95110tbatt- --Inciment,
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And he laughs all the way to
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last year. I think I got my conAs it was, he returned after a
the bank.
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Nicklaus to take the World Cup.
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against the Knicks and hit 17. OT
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14.4
1,12
138
134
134
130
126

CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
Ride

this Yamaha and watch the others try
to catch up. It's the Yamaha XS2 4-cycle,
• single overhead cam, twin cylinder street ma--chine. New styling of Enduro front forks, 5speed transmission, 53 h.p. at 7,000 r.p.m.
make this machine the new leader.
for '72 on the XS2 is: ELECTRIC START- - ER and HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKE.
--Just run through thg gears. Feel the torque
pump out smooth all the way up to top speed:
- 100 m.p.h. plus.

-

Only $149S00

Includes tax and
license, la-.
Spection, fettliC
and setup.

*Ir

YAMAHA

LEACH'S MUSIC
_
Now is the best time to purchase a
magnificent Magnavox...because
during this once-a-year event, most
Magnavox models are substantially
price-reduced w'th truly significant
savings: Save on Color Stereo
Theatres...on fine furniture Color
TV.. on Stereo consoles.. on Stereo
Component Systems. Save on
Monochrome TV, Tape Recorders and
Radios, too. Whichever you choose,
you'll enloy_ the built-in performance
and reliability that have made _
Magnavox a leader in the field of finest
quality electronics for oyer 60 years!

...on each of these beautiful Astro...Sonic
Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phonograph Armoires
Great sound . . great loolet.,
As only Magnavox makes.
them. The perfect solution
to-space problems:these
.Armoires have 30-Watts
EIA music power plus two
High-Efficiency 12" Bass
Woofers and two 1,000 Hz.
Exponential Horns. Doors
open to pull-out Micromatic
player, radio, all controls
and to shelf for optional
tape or TV (shown). From
the people who believe
stereo should look as
good as it Sounds . .

SHOES

5.00

even asking how much it is, and
he's eager to share the wealth.
From his winnings last year, he
donated $2,333 to the Mexican
National Orphanage, 2,000
pounds to an English- orphanage, and $5,000 to St.
Jude's Hospital.
"I want to put something
back in golf," he said, "to use
some of the help it has given me
to help other people."
The stocky(5-7, 175) swiliger,
who was a tired tiger at the end
of 1971, will not be as active this
year -"I want to kind of pick
my spots and take a week off
here-end there" - but he'll be

IRS
50

Ty

Shirts
'2"

ale

'98
99
39
46
98
79
54
66

Rack of

Tex tured
Polyester

3 Days Only

$11

PANTS
31546-818 Values

Knits

The 1973 USGA Amateur golf
championship will be held at
Inverness in Toledo. Aug 29- Sept I

NOW

The 1973 IT S. Women's Open
golf championship has been tentatively set for Rochester. N Y

$39899

1st Quality
New Shipment
Boys

JEANS
.11

SPORT COATS

25.00
57

MagricaNtrox

•

Huskie.
Slims,
Regular
Size
8-18

TheVALUE MART
SHOP
OUTLET
753-9640
Chestnut
808

The USGA will sponsor the
Amateur Public Links championship at Flanders,. N.J., in
1973
Craig Nettles hit safely in -*straight games for the Cleveland Indians last year.

flodel 3772
Early American ,

Mediterranean styling -model 3773

Mickey Lolich and Joe Coleman of the Detroit Tigers each
had a- 14-strikeout-game last
seasbn. So did --Dodger Sam
McDowell as a member of the
Cleveland Indians.
Dave McNally of the Baltimore Orioles won 13 straight

games last season.

- Dixieland Center
The 1973 USGA Women's
Amateur golf championship
will be held at Montclair, N;J

Phone 753-7575

mit
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Hera
-

earance

---t
(UPI)-111r1
born in 191
which they
for possible
1973, under
fourth anni

1-150
Jan. 2-32;
Jan. 3— 4:
Jan. 4— 28

CH 3
WSiL
600 News
6:30 Safari
7:00 Smithj
1:00 Longsti
9:00 Marsha
10:00 News
10:30 Cavet1

ONE RACK

Prices Good Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun., Feb. 3-6

LADIES
DRESSES

•

MOTHER SEES HER IDENTICAL TR1PLETS—Mrs. Patricia
Kowaiewski gets a look at her identical triplets born in
Philadelphia. Chances alloying identical triplets ate about one in
IS,NS, according te Mn. Kowaleusld's deeter. The father,
seltedaliiik
-Wraid'UAW:Stela aCIIIIItyperater_
-is his 28th birthday.
(AP Wtrephoto)

LADIES
BLOUSES

11:30 LaLann
p:oo The Ho
10:00 The Li
10:30 That G
1100 Bewitc
1:30 Passwo
12:00 My Ch
12:30 Make-I
1:00 Newly%
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen. Hc
2:30 One Lit
3:00 Love Ai
3:30 Matinet
9:00 Hugh X
:30 News
6:00 News
*:30 Sports
7:00 Brady
2:30 Patridg
2:00 Room 2
0:30 Odd Coi
:00 Love St
0:00 News
20:3g Cavett
2:00 Movie

ONE GROUP

100% Acry&
igan style
Sizes S-M-L

Rea.ss.96
FRANKFORT, KY..."Recent a minimum of two cubic
publicity in popular magazines ccuttneters_ p/ blood serant
On toxoplastnosi.shas perhakt .. ,.. your petand (2) send the
ac. serum and the appropriate form cording to Joseph W. Skaggs, requesting toxoplasmosis
DVM,executive assistant to the serology to
Diagnostic
commissioner of the State Laboratory, North Drive,
Department of Health.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42240.
Toxoplasmosis is a parasite- The Kentucky Department of
caused infection which,
if Agriculture's Animal Disease
caught by a woman during her Diagnostic Laboratory at
last six months of pregnancy, Hqpkinsville will perform the
can seriously damage her tests free. According to Wade
unborn baby. The child may be Kadel, DVM, director of the
apparently normal when born, laboratory, this is presently the
but he may be carrying stages_--only toxoplasmosis testing
of the parasite which can,--Service for dogs and cats inbecome injurious years later Kentucky. _
-Ind attack, for example, the
There is also a great deal Of
_retinas of his eyes, causing research tb- indicate that—a
blindness.
person may get the disease by
Recent research indicates eating raw or undercooked
that One way A person 'may meat. catch the disease is by handling
Except in the case of a
cat litter, for the parasite's pregnant woman, the parasite's
infectious stage (called an effects on a person are usually
oocyst) has been found in the mild and flu-like. After his body
feces of infected cats. Dogs and fights off the infection, the
a variety of other animals can person is generally immune to
get the disease, too, but ap- further tozomplasmosis inparently do not excrete oocysts feetion.
so cannot act as sources of the
Dr. Skaggs said that to avoid
worry about *corning,AlcutA
Cat and dog owners can now by the parasite a pregnant
• ___4vg_ their pets tested
-woman shoulii:(1)-Ite-sareoted
toxoplasmosis in Kentucky. To for evidence of previous
have your cat or dog tested, ask toxomplasmosis infection, (2)
your veterinarian to ( 1) collect practice extremely good cat
sanitation and(3) not eat raw or
undercooked meat.
The eocysta excreted by an
Infected cat do not become
Infectious until they have incubated at room temperature
two to four idays. Consequently,
Dr. Skaggs said. "Cat owners
should clean out litter boxes
daily."
pregnant
woman's
A
physician can send a sample of
her blood to the Division of
Laboratory Services in the
State Department of Health for
toxoplasmosis testing....Spch
tests can be used to determine
whether the woman has
toxoplasmosis or had it quite a
while ago, recently or never.
Since drugs capable of killing
the parasite may also harm an
unborn baby, an infected
pregnant woman's only total
assurance that she will not have
a defective child is an abortion.
' A bill which would legalize
,....-- Abortion brcasesInch as that is
now being considered by the
Kentucky General Assembly.

ONE GROUP

--Regular.

Regular s2.96

Windbreaker

OVER-THE-CALF

Values to s3.88

Asstd. Colas

MEN'S SHIRTS-Fancy prints in fashion
colors. Permanent press.
Sizes S-M -L.

Regular '2.97

BOYS

ALL WEATHER
COATS

Flare Leg
Permanent Press
Stripes, solids, checks.
Sizes 27-38.

BEATLE

CHAPIAIN
DO D064
GO TO
HEAVEN

•Solid color in navy, tan,
green
•Zip-Out Lining

Regular '4.97

•Pearl-anent Press
s 12-16
BURLINGTON HOUSE

DRAPES
Cotton and Rayon
Asstd. Colors
63" & 84" Length
Decorator Top Pleats

Reg. '9.96

$566
LAMP SHADES

Highway 94 East
eitWIduiW:dnesday.Friday HOURS..'
9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
fiti•rday.— 9 A.M. to 12'Noon
EMERGENCY CARE BY APPOINTMENT
OTHER HOURS -Phan 753-2962

THE PHA

Reg. '11.88

SOCKS
Reg1-941--- —

NOTICE

NEW oFna

.-

100% Nylon
Machine Washable
Sizes S-M-L
Navy, Yellow, Brown, Red

MEN'S

OPEN DOOR
On Jan. 3, 1900, President
--William -McKinley Secretary
of State John Hay announced
the "open door" policy in
China.

CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE

.BLONDI

Machine washable
Sizes 7-14

Cardigan

i

—
BROERINGMEYR

SLACKS
.100% Acrylic—

Reg.
2.96

Asstd colors

Earn An Extra
Quarter Here!

Federal Savings
and Loan
Murray Branch

WRVS-BOOED-

100% Nylon -Bold Stripes
Sizes S-M

Various sizes and colors.

Values to
14.96

egular '13.97

NANC'

ftINNIN
" FABRIC

SUMTHE EA
ON IT'S

ONE GROUP

Bright fun fabric for
_spodsweatturtaink
drapes. Screen print
45' wide. Machine washable.

•

Reg. '1.38

Sizes 6-18
Solids and Stripes

Reg. to
'2.57

[IL' ABN

ELECTRIC

POPCORN POPPER
3 Qt size - See Thru_ Top._
Pops in 7 to 9 minutes.

Reg. '3.44

WHUTiCtE
GONNA C
THIS VAT
LIQUID
SOAP?

a
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MARCH
Nov. 27-135
Mar. 28-45
32(1
Mar.
ev
30-213
v
26-204
..32
7
July
July
rvo
29-222
FEBRUARY
March 1-203
Nov. 28-130
Mar. 29--.p
July 30-200
Mar. 31-326
July 27- 60
Nov. 24-180
Egb_ 1-112 - Feb,JA-.-.308 -- March 2-32I Mar. 15-452
iury 31-753
TiiTy28-1S
Feb.
2-278
Feb.
16-227
16-94
Mar,
3_721y
March
Jan. 20-161
Nov. 30-i43
APRIL
WASHINGTON. Feb
9-197
Nov. 26-444
February
AUGUST •
Feb. 3- 54 = Feb. 17- 46
March 4- 47 Mar. 17-363
Jan. 21- 99
April 1-- 12
(UPI)-Birthdates of in en'
Jan. 10- 37
April 16-119
ADULTS..149
Aug. 17-' 8
1-323
Aug.
Feb.
Feb.
18411
68
"17
v.
R
5D
E
25
CEMB:
Mar. 18-357
March 5-266
Jan. 22-259
April 2-108
born In 1953 and the order in.
Jan. 11-174
April
17-183
Aug. 13-113
NURSERY..!
Aug. 2- 27
Feb. 5- 96
Feb. 19-127
March 6- 1
Mar. 19-358
Jan. 23-258
which they are eligible for call
April 3-104
Dee. 11- S2
Dec. 1-170
April 111-3C
Aug. 19-105
Aug 3- 3
Jan. 12-126
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Feb. 6-271
Feb. 20-106
Mar.
20-262
85
Dec.
12for possible military service in
Jan.
90
24Dec.
62
4-280
2April
.
April
16-1111
March 7- 2
Aug. 20-162
18
3
g.. 6
4__-3
20
Jan. 13-298
Auug
AprAp 21_
AApripri:6t2g854
Feb. 7-154
Feb. 21-316
DISMISSALS
Mar.
21-300
13-3:15
Jan. 25-243
Dec.
1973, underWednesday's
356
Dec.
4.20-314
March 8-153
Nig. 21- 30
5-63
Feb. 8-347
Fib. 22- 20
. Mrs. Estelle Zena Grogan, Rt.
Jan. 14-341
Mar. 22-317 'fourth annual draft lottery:
-Dec, 14-38
Dec. 4-250
Jan. 26-311
9-321
March
22-140
Aug.
Feb. 9-136
Feb. 23-247
Jan. 15-221
Mar. -N
11easy, Guthrie I. Grogan„
Dec.
31 .____Dec....15.7.-,131
JANUARY
Jan. 27-114
Mar.- 10-331
Aug.-23•-•282- Feb. 10-361' Feb:-24-261
Jan. 16-309
49
Apri
riL
Dec.s16-r187
l7-163
8- 50 4
Dec. 6-336
Rt:4, Murray, Ben Cecil King,
ALril 71
Jam 6_33g
233;1
Jan. 1-150
Jan. 28-304
Mar. 1.1-239
:8.:131
Mar. 24-71
Aug. 24-138
-Aug.
Feb. 11- 26
Feb. 25-260
April 9=234
Dec. 7-267 T—Dec. 17-294
April 24-362 . Aug,9- 7
Rt. 2, Hickory, Mrs. Ynema
Jan. 17-231
Jan. 2-328
Jan.6- 36
Mar. 25-65
Aug. 25-290
Feb. 12-195 Feb. 26- 51
Jan. 29-283
April 10-272 April 25-255
Dec. 18-13
Dec. 8-210
Mar. 12-44
Jan 18— 72
Jan. 3- 42
Frances Wright, Rt. 1 Box 99,
Aug,
Jan. 7-111
10-249
2676
Aug.
Feb.
13-263
Feb.
27-186
26-24
Mar.
Jan. 30-114
April 11-351
Dec. 19- i
Dec. 9-120
April 26-233
Mar. 13-244
Jan. 4- 28
Aug. 11-125
Aug. Yr-. 34
Murray, Miss Winona Sue
Jan. 8-286
Jan. 19-303
Feb. 14-348
Feb. 28-295
Jan. 31-240
20-149
Dec.
Dec.1073
April 12- 23 April 27-265
Mar. 14-117
Mar. 27-181
Aug. 12-198 Aug. 28- 40
Lyles, Rt. 2 Box 180, Murray,
April 13-169 April 28
-SS
Dec. 21- SO -Dec. 27-194
g-3329 Aug. 29- 84
Master Eddy Keith Miller, Rt.
April 14- 81 April 29- 93
Dec. 22-188
Aug.-14-20.5 Aug. 30-182
Dec. 28-156
2, Murray, Mrs. Mary Olivia
April 15-343 April 30- 69 . Aug. 15-241 Aug.
31-218
D:
Dec. 29-175
CH. 3
Archer, Rt. 1 Box 400, Mayfield,
MAY
CH. 4
CH.
5
29
CH.
CH.
CH.
6
8
CH. 12
Aug.
-..
WS1L
Dec. 24-155
30-281
WSM
May
Ronald
Wayne King, 401 S. 8th
1-58
WLAC
WPM)
WDXR
May
WSIX
17-273
KFV5
SEPTEMBER
6:00 News
.
6:30 Primus
6:00 News
4:00 Griffith
Dec. 25- 1i
6:30 Primus
Dec. 31-164
6:30 Tell Truth
May 2-275
May 18- 98
St., Murray, Mrs. Lithe Mae
6:00 Movie
6:30 Safari
1-219
Sept'.
Sept.
16-22.5
7:C0 Flip Wilson
6:30
Accent
6:30
Golddiggers
7:00 Me & Chimp
7:00 Me fli Chimp
7:27 News
May 3-166
7:00 SmithJones 11:00 Ironside
May 19-148
DUC. 26-351
Russell, Rt. 6, Murray, Robert
Sept. 17---189
Sept. 2- 17
700 Smith Jones 7:30 My 3 Sons
7 00 F. Wilson
7:30 Theater 29
III:00 Longstreet 9:00 Dean Martin 7:30 My 3 Sons
May 4-172
May 10-274
11:00
Special
11:00
Longstreet
Edward Bussey, Rt. 2, Benton,
8:00
Sept.
Sept.
18-289
3-226
8:00
Movie
9:40
IronSide
News
9:00 Marshall
10:00 News
Snakes
May
devenominsed
6-292
'
May-21-3W--•• Sept. 4-356 ' Sept:19-228
900 Mirshall
9:00 RepOrts
10:00 News
9:00 Winter
9:53 Harvey
10:00 News
Robert Perry Hornsby, 813
10:30 Tonight
10:00.News
10:00 Chaparral
10:30 Mason
May 6-337
SALT LAKE CITY
Olymp.
May 22-333
1G:00 Crest. Feat.
10:30 Cavett
Sept. 20-141
Sept. 5-354
Olive
St., Murray, David
10:30 Griffin
11:30 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
May 7-145
— Zoo keepers can handle
May 23-216
Sept 21-123
Sept. 6-173
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Sports
May 8-201
deadly snakes without fear of a Torian, 1408 Main St., Murray,
May 24-246
Sept. 22-268
Sept.7-144
May 9-276
lethal bite due to a new Mrs. Carolyn Sue Holland and
May 25-122
Sept.8- 97
Sept. 23-296
May 10-100
May 26-118
operation.
The surgical Baby Girl, Rt. 9, Benton, Mrs.
Sept. 9-364 ,Sept. 24-236
6:00 R. Emery
5:45 Journal
6:30 McCoys
8: 30 LaLanne
7:00 Today
May 11-307
procedure was developed by a 'Kathy Jo Black- and Baby Boy,
May 27-293
5:4S Mi. Sem.
9:45 Cievotional
18-217
Sept.
Sept.
25-291
7:00 Today
6:00 News
7:00
9:00 The Hour
Bole
9:00 Dinah
:15 Break. Show 10:00 Movie
May 12-115 - May 28- 18
group of researchers at the Rt-. 1, Farmington, Mrs. Emma
9:00 Dinah
6:30 N'Ville
..se
Sep
pt.
.112_
:248
1-3431 s
29
AM 9:30 Concent.
Seeppt . 2276
1:30 Romper
10:00 The Life
:00 News
11:50 Sewing
9:30 Concen.
May 13- 49
7:55 Kitc.
University of Utah, a Veterans Freda Blanton, 511 N. 2nd St.,
May 29-133
Korn.
Girl
That
10:30
9:00
•
10:00
Luc'?
Safe
Cm
8:00
Kangaroo
'
11,00 Bewitched
11•151 Gourmet
MO Sale-Cen.
9:00 Kangaroo,-May 14-224 May 30- 48 - Faiht 13-729 Sept. 28- 70: Administration Hoepital, and a' Murray,
10:30 Settlere0-7-711:00 Bewitched
:00
Lucy
ranktin
Luby
Match
F11:30 3
10:30 Squares
9:00 Tell-Truth
11:30 Password
11:00 Jeopardy
May 15-165 May 31- 67
zoo. It is performed on the
81:30 Barbara
9:30 Hillbillies
Sept.,14-353 Sept 29-196
1:00 Movie
11:00 Jeopardy
9:30 T or C
Thurmond, Rt. I, Murray,
12:00 My Child.
Sewing
11:45
W-W-W
11:30
10:00
Fain.
Affair
May 16-101
snake's venom duct and leaves
2:57 News
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News" - '11:55 C. Duvall
Sept." 15-235 Sept. 30-184
12:30 Make-Deal 11:30 WWW
10:30 Love-Life
3:00 Movie Game
12:00 Noon
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 News
it incapable of injecting venom Joseph Michael Kennelly, Rt. 5,
JUNE
1:00 Newlyweds
R 14_ 1
2-)
0
2C
8 TOBo
Ect
My Child
12:00
Heart
11:00
Where
McHale
Benton, Ota Truman Stalls, Rt.
3:30
1:00
Our
11:00
Liyes
Heart Is
June
115
June
into
16its victim.
1:30 Dating
32
12:1S Pastor
make-Deal
12:30
Oct.
Oct.
1-215
11:25 News
13-269
4:00 Bozo
. 1:30 Doctors
11:30 Search
2,
Hosp.
Hazel,Frank Oliver Pace, 721
Gen.
2
12:30
Romp.
Rm
Newlyweds
June
1:00
2-360
11:30
Search
June
17-91
Death...I/Alley
,
:00
500
4.
_
An. World
12:00.5iaging con..12:55 eaftedar 01:30 Dating
OcI
2:30 One Life __;..3;00
12:00 Farm
PC
S. 12th St., Murray, Mrs.
Tune 3-745
t::30 Munsteto
June 11I-238
Oct.
12:25 News
15-2
3-103
1:00 Lives
3:00 Love Am. . -1:30 Promise
Gen.
Hosp.
2
-00
12:05 News
ELIZABETH
.
5:57 News
3:00 Somerset
' June 4-207
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
Margaret Flora Dubbs, Rt. 5,
June 19- 52
3:30 Matinee
'Oct. 16- 59
Oct.4- '79
2:30 One Life
12:20 Weather
:00 Moyle
3:30 Virginian
1:00 Love Is
,41,111 ESSEX
June 5-230
2:00 World
June 20- 77
5:00 Hugh X.
Murray,
Password
Mrs. Helen Opal
•
:00
11:30
World
Turns
Oct.
17-177
U
Oat.
1_
27
5:00
News
•
Mayberry
1:30 Guiding Light 2:30 Promise
8-30 News
June6- 87
- Om Jan. 15, 1592, Queen Eliza- Gossett, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
June 21-315
many
Oct. 18-192
:30 Theater' 10" )5:25 Wea.-Spts.
2:00 secret Storm 3:00 Somerset -- •:30 Love Ant..-- . Love
Jeannie
4:00
-__
:30
Guiding
Light
June 7-251
.40
beth 1 recalled Robert Earl of Maryanna Pearl Gossett, 307 N.
June 22-146 - -Oct.74:0° News
' 5:30 News
- 129
Oct. 19-167
219 Edanal_flildit 3:30 Popoye
.00 Sec. Stern.. - 141100News
4:30 Green
1:30 SPortd--7---34:11-ttragnet
Creat. FoalJune8-282 - -Je-22 212
Essex- filial bur -command in
3:00 1311ffter--11711eV:00 Gilligan
--OcTII=15=1152, 7th St., Murray, Noble Clayton
.30 Edge-Night
News
5:00
9:00 Brady
Movie
10:30
7:00 Sanford- Son 3:30 GilliganBoone
June 9- 83
4:30 Dan Bne 6:00 Griffith
June 24- 61
-3:00 Lassie
France.
2:30 Patridge............ga*
'
9ct.
t-1-488
fis116
12:00
sports----.
Winter
Watson, From Cony. Div.
.400
Movie
Virginian
--Licdt30
--3:30 News
6:30 Your
Tune 10-178 Stine2$:41:1
3:00 Room 222
.10-342
Oct. 22-191
pimp.
5:25 News
5:00 Hazel
6:00 News
7:00 Brady's
1
:30 Odd Couple _,:
June
1164
June
26-445
11-319
9 30 Primus
Oct.
Oct. 23-193
6:00 News
6:30 Green Acres 7:30 Partridge ---1:30 News
.00 Love Style -= 10:00 News
June 12-190 June 27-330
4:30 Tell-Truth
7:00 Sanford&
Oct.12-171
Oct. 24-.256
8.00 Room 222
4:30 Buck Owens
:00 News
7:00 O'Hara
Winter
1111:30
7:30
June
13-318
Winter
June
Couple
8:30
28Odd
53
7:00 O'Hara
:3‘) Cavett
8:00 Movie
°Symp.
Olymp,
259
Oct.
Oct.
9:00
29-349
Love
Am
June
8:00
14Ent.
95
of
Yr.
June
2975
:00 Movie
9:30 Don
Rickles 9:30 FelOny5ClUaCt 10:00 ceeparrei 9:30 Don Rickles
.
Oct: 30-349
Oct. 26- 78
June 15-16
June 30-142
10:00 News
10:00 News
11:00 News
10:00 News
Ott. 27-375 Oct. 31--• 14,
10:30 Mason
•
'JULY
10,..30 Winter
11:30 Movie
10:30 Movie
)1:30 Movie
Oct. 28-327
Oftrip.
July 13-306
July 1- 39
I
July 14-305
NOVEM.RFR
July 2-297
July'3-109
July 15-350
Nov,12-r1107
_
Jly
u 16- 74
July 4- 92
Nov. 13-124
July 5-139
1"Ury 17-498.
Nov.vt—tflg Nov. 14-227
July 6-132
July 18-121
.Nov. 15-176.
SOU THINK
Nov. 4-339
July 7-285
July 19-332
Nov. 16-209
I 51101/10
Nov. 5-223
TVA has awarded an division of Gulf Oil Co.), San
July 8-355
July 20- 33
Nov. 17-284 $11,400,000 contract
00?
Nov. 6-211
for cooling Diego, Calif. This equipment
July 21-- 5
Nov.
18-160
Nev. 7-299
July 1-179
towers at Watts Bar Nuclear will monitor liquid and gaseous
July 22-286
Nov,8-312
Nov. 19-270
July 10- 89
Plant to Research-Cottrell, Inc., effluents and assess the quality
July 23-365
NM.9-151
Nov. 29-301
Hamon Cooling Tower
_
July 11-202
24-324
July
of the environment within the
Nov.10-257 Nov. 21-287July 12-340 July 25- 35
Division,
of
Bound
Sr
elk
RI:
Nov.
22-102
11-159
Nov.
The nuclear power plant is
Gas ducts for electrostatic
being planned for a site near
Watts Bar Dam in Rhea County, precipitator installations at
Tennessee. Construction of the John Sevier Steam Plant and at
plant is tentatively-scheduled to Johnsonville Steam Plant units
$1,007,376;
Stacey
7-10,
begin this fall.
Because of the large size of Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati,
this plant in relation to the flow Ohio. This material is needed as
of the Tennessee River at this part of new fly ash collection
point, the plant will be equipped facilities that will improve air
with a closed-cycle cooling pollution control at these two
system to avoid excessive heat coal-burning power plants.
discharge to the river. The flow
pump-turbine
Hydraulic
of warm water from the plant's governors
for
'Raccoon
condensers will be cooled in the
Mountain
Pumped-Storage
towers and will recirculate to Project, maximum total with
the plant.
options $486,425; Woodward
Each cif the two cooling Governor Co., Rockford, Ill.
towers will consist of a circular
Excavation in skimmer wall
concrete shell 478 feet high, area at Sequoyah Nuclear
narrowing from a broad base to Plant, total for estimated
a smaller throat near the top. requirements $361,000; PentThe shell creates an upward
nen, Inc., Omaha, Neb.
draft, drawing cool airEpoiy fiber glass crosItrins
through openings around the for poiver lines, maximum
total.
base and up through a layer of $318,176; A.B. Chance
Co.,
fill material where the Centralia, Mo. .
water/IOW- is distributed and
Turbine repair parts for ADM:
cooled. Each tower will handle Steam
Plant,
$301,6511;
a waterflow of, abcpt 400,000 Westinghouse Electric Corp.,'
gallons a minute.
Lester, Pa.
Total cost of the closed circuit
Turbine repair parts for
cooling system, including work
to be performed by TVA, is Paradise Seam Plant, $152,071:
Electric
estimated at $50 million. Other General
Co.,
HAPPY COUPLE-Robert Koch, 190 years old, and Lena
TVA contract awards include: Schenectady, N.Y.
Kleine, 77, are all smiles after their wedding ceremony in
Computer time-sharing
Radiation monitoring
Grassau, Bavaria. The couple postponed the wedding several
systems for Sequoyah and services, estimated maximum
months so the event could coincide with Koch's 100th birthday
Watts Bar Nuclear Planta, total $134,500; General Electric
(AP Wirephoto)
$704,171; Gulf Energy and Co., Brook Park, Ohio.
Environmental Systems Co. (a

Hospital Re_ort

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Thursday Evening *

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *
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Crossword Puzzle
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13,97
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MEW
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ACROSS
1 Algonquian
Indian
4 Bottle-shaped

5 Cover

6 Cooled lava
7 Dirk

vetme1

8 Retains
9 Person in
charge of
pnson
10 Exist
11 Armed contikt
16 Metal

9 Part of face .-12 Mountain on
Crete 13 Climbing

14 ticaliw
15 Separated
17 Weirder
19 Cravat ..
20 Repulse
21 Earth's

NANCY

c

WHY AREN'T
YOU IN
BED?

SO, WHEN IT'S
-DAYTIME FOR US
SURE', PEEWEE
IT'S MIDNIGHT
THE EARTH TURNS
FOR THE
ON ITS AXIS

Prophets
27 Beard of

28 Distance
measure
30 Part of violin
Preposition
32 Runs
34 Proceed
35 Tidy
37. Mother of
Apollo

31

REALLY?

341 Weaken
39 Mistake
41 Brotherof
42 Healthy

•era w

Lit ABNER
MIND IF AN DON'T LASSEN?
YOKt..iMS ONJECKS TO
LIES-e.UT 0i4LY IF THE.
K'AMMAR'EM

23 Female
25 Royal

43
45
46
48

Puff up
Young goat
Back down
Has been

borne.
51 Man's name
52 Artist's stand
54 Hawaiian
wreath
55 Manuscripts
(ebb,)
56 Killed •

'

DOWN

1 Drink slowly

Our new

Toyota
Celica ST

46 Edge
47 Biftervetch

Places for .

contests

.-eursevation

- - 341
horseback
Police(abbr)' 40 Pants
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3 Cardboard box
4 Escape
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III
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40,24

53

wait til you see the inside.
Tachometer • Radio.• Electric clock • Woodgriin
style dash, console and shift knob • Deluxe vinyl
interior • Electric rear window defogger • Radial
tires • Racing stripes and hood vents • 4-speed
synchromesh • This and lots more • All standard
equipment.

49 50

Will

52

If you like the outside,

4254
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HATCHER AUTO
4.
SALES 753_1961
515 S. 12th St
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America Revisited

Névf America Seems Different
To Traveler Away Five-Years
EDITOR'S NOTE: The author of the following has been a
foreign correspondent for The
Associated Press for 26 years
in Asia,Europe, Africa and the
Middle East, When he covered
the visit of the U.S. table tennis
team to Communist China last
year, he ece the first
American newsman admitted
there in two decades. Recently,
he spent four months in the
United States after an absence
of five years, traveling widely
around the country. Here are
his impressions of America.
By JOHN RODERICK
Associated Press Writer
What is America if you
haven't been there for five
years? It is strange, yeasty,
wild, frightening and wonderfully human.
Leaving the air terminal at
San Francisco after a flight
across the Pacific from Tokyo,
1 stepped into the shuttle bus to
get to the city.
Owe there, I looked around
-

proached, keeping discreetly to
the curb, or streaking in cowardly fashion to the opposite
sidewalk when fear overcame
bravado.
When in doubt, one rides In
New York. Buses are preferred
because taxis have become prohibitively expensive. To ride in
them b depressing: plastic
screens separate driver andpassenger. The fare is paid
through a small, burglar-proof
device in the center, It doesn't
help. Muggers step outside the
taxi, place a gun or knife
against the driver's throat and
collect at leisure.
New York is not America, of
course. Maine, my home state,
is closer to the model. The lobster still is the best, the corn
sweeter, the potatoes more delicious, the chicken plumper
and more tender than anywhere. Blueberry pie and ice
cream outshine all the delights
of the Casbah or the geisha
house.
Maine is very much the
same: underpopulated, civitited.-.aware, its rollingiulis
still green. But pollution from
the mills streaks the fast-running rivers. The craggy coasts
are menaced by creeping industrialization.
It is a disappointment to fly
to Findlay, Ohio, and find that
the famed "Old Mill Stream"
song also is running with
The good people
Ohio inhabit neat bungalows,
ride on tree-lined freeways, eat
well and copiously. But the sermon preached in the red-brick
Catholic church is not on hellfire or heaven-it is man's inhumanity to man, the worsening ecology.
- Even in the heart of Amurica, violence in the-Streets has
turned the cities into ghost
towns at night. It was the same
in Kansas City, San Francisco,
Cleveland, Columbus, Washing-

the mustaches, the long-ddeburns, the floppy hats, the pantaloons, the boys in their
Prince Valiants, the wide belts
and wider buckles. I thought:
they are celebrating the centennial of San Francisco. But
someone straightened me out.
It was-the-new-American "life
--Style."It --cfertitbily was not the
ef five yearsago:
The old cable cars somehow seemed in their proper places
in this milieu. But San Francisco otherwise had changed.
It is a victim of too many automobiles, too many tall buildings and too many assorted
people. San Francisco once w
the symbol of elegance, good
taste and culture; now it is like
other American cities, a prey
to tawdry sex and tawdry
people, its old-style refinement
shining through the patches in
its ill-fitting new clothes.
My transcontinental plane
circled over New York for two
hours in a thundering rain- derm. Once down, I wondered:
whether the effort was worth it.
- • In the air we had been pant-pered individuals; on the
ground, at Kennedy Airport, we
were specks, lost in a maze of
parking lots, milling taxis and _
blinking neon lights.
New York was not what I had
Use of electricity during 1971
remembered. Some of it was showed growth
in use by
good: the seedy, tired familiar- customers served
by the
ity of yeareiSWITind given we, municipal and
cooperative
to glitter and. movement, a., electric systems that
distributebrave effort at being modern. TVA power, and
declines in use
Handsome skyscrapers sur- by the few dozen
large inrounded by wide plazas and dustries
and Federal incool fountains had brightened stallations
which TVA serves
the cityscape. Physically, it
directly.
seemed better.
Sales totaled about 90 billion
But the bad outweighed the kilowatt-hours (kWh), down
good. In a famous downtown slightly from
91 billion the
hotel I silent half an hour es- previous
- year-primarily
tablishing my credentials: I because
of reduced sales to a
had no credit cards.
few industries that are large
Once into my room, at the power users.
•
end of a long and lonely corriMunicipal and cooperative
dor, there was the Usual sign systems
increased their puron the door: lock and chain- chases
from TVA by two billion
lock at all times. When I saw a kWh, and there were slight
sign on my pillow saying: declines
in sales to Federal
"Have you remembered to lock installations
and neighboring
and chain-lock your door?" I power
systems.
blanched a little and looked
TVA said most of the decline
around apprehensively.
in its direct industrial sales
In three months I stayed in reflects depressed market
four Manhattan hotels. One was conditions in the aluminum and
courteous, but its television sets phosphorus industries, which
never worked. The second was use very large amounts of
discourteous and alarming, a electricity. The vast majority of
ctisqiuieting place to alvep. The industries in the region are
third, uptown, reeked of Old served by the local power
World charm, but the desk pe- distributors, and their saies to
industry
increased
opl e were downright rude,
sub"Where's the money" they stantially during the year.
TVA's power program is
asked after my second week
there. They couldn't understand financially seltsupporting. Its
that overseas people were used revenues in 1971 were adequate
to paying hotel bills on leaving. to meet costs, and there was no
The hotel was run down, change during the year in TVA
had no television, no radio and wholesale electric rates or in
no dial telephone. I liked it best rates to directly-served inof all. Its staff was delightfully dustries. Seven distributors of
relaxed, unworried about my TVA power reduced retail
electric rates
to
leaving without paying.
their
New York is the city of mu- customers, however, and one
seums, theater, new movies, increase retail rates.
Reserve fuel supplies in the
concerts. It also is a city of
pornography, permissiveness coal stockpiles at TVA steam
and mugging. For $3 or $5, you plants were rebuilt during the
may witness the sex act in all year after falling to drastically
Its boring variations on wide reduced levels in the fall of 1970.
These stockpiles were more
-screen and living color.
I astonished my friends by than adequate to maintain
walking 20 blocks uptown to my operation of the steam plants
hotel at 2 a.m., but that was during the United Mine Workers
October
Madison Avenue, well-lit and strike in
and
not especially dangerous. I tan- November. The present stocker tried it downtown. And in pile total is more than 8/
1
2
the side streets, I walked in the million tons, representing an 84approved New Yorker fashion, day reserve supply at the exdodging into the street when pected rate of consumption.
two or more people ,Average residential use of

tiv lv

ton. D.C., Chicago, Boston...At._
Lints.
Fear is a fact oi life. The
blacks, the poor and the criminally inclined have inherited
the big city centers. "No one in
his right mind walks around
late at night, it is dangerous to
leave the car window down.
Don't stop to talk to anyone for
whatever reasons." This is the
advice one gets from friends
and relatives.
Some impressions from my
four months in America:
America pulses with new
energy. It is more alive than
five years ago. Its young are
politically conscious at last.
They care for the shape of
things to come and intend to influence it. They are in ferment,
striking off in all directions,
good and bad.
Five years ago their boldest
venture into politics was the
Young Republican or Young
Democratic Club in election
year. Now they stand for the
good things, peace, frank talk,
clean air, pure water. They
also espouse the bad, hard
drags, violence and
of the no-longer-young. There
are pluses and minuses in everything.
The old verities, it seemed to
me, are being challenged, class
priorities shaken up, entrenched privileges threatened.
The smell of revolution is in the
air. But so far it seemed to me
labirsnompearly constructive
than destructive. Some blacks
talk violently, but many others
speak with reason and quiet intelligence. The minorities
scream a little, but their
voices, at least, are being
heard.
All this is an advance over
five years ago. America is on
the move. It is noisy, ebullient,
violent, contentious, heated on
the anvil of change. Five years
ken now it will be wept*

Use Limiti -71 'TVA
Electricity Sales
electricity in the region was
about 14,400 kWh per home,
double the national average.
This was some 200 kWh less
than the previous year's
average-due
mostly
to
relatively milder temperatures
in 1971, partitilarly during the
winter months when electricity
is used extensively for home
heating.
The distributors added nearly
70,000 new customers to their
lines in 1971, reflecting an upturn in new housing starts in the
region. These local systems
now supply TVA electricity to
about 2,200,000 customers.
To help their customers use
electricity efficiently, many
TVA power distributors are
providing information on ways
to save electricity and money in
the operation of electric appliances and equipment.
Another - approach toward
gaining efficient use by
customers involves work with
home owners and builders in
illustrating the value of
adequate
insulation
and
adequate wiring.

Village Theatre
To Host Comedy
"Me And Thee", the
Broadway hit comedy by
Charles Horine is coming to the
Village
Dinner Theatre at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park.
The .comedy depicts the
normal happenings in the life of
a rrmal middle-aged couple;
an architect who designs
bathrooms and a housewife who
worries over their college-age
son.
Rudy McCormick, Louisville,
and Carolyn Douglas McCracken,Paducah,are featured
as Mr. and Mrs. Carter. Billy
Kraus, Louisville, plays their
son, Roger. Rounding out me
talent cast is George Stephens,
Ossining, N.Y., Linda Baird,
Owensboro, and Jeannie
Arensman, Metropolis, Ill.
The Village Dinner Theatre
features dinners served at 7:00
en Friday and Saturday, and
5:00 On Sunday.
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FOR SALE

ALUMINUM • v
PLATES

/ A/MIN'

HOLLYWOOD (ITO
Admiral Alan Shepard, v.ho
played golf on the Moon during
the Apollo 14 flight, will lila)
in the Bing Crosby Tournament
jib Pebble Beach in Jamiary.
GOV. WALLACE
On Jan. 16, 1967, Mrs. George
ILurleen) Wallace was sworn
in as governor of Alabama

me Chevy Caprice, dark green with vinyl roof, local, low
mileage auto. New car trade in. Power steering, power
brakes, factory air. T126
_
Was
"
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Weekend Price '2675

PARKER FORD, Inc.
FOR RENT
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I I
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Weekend Special!
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pickup call
Stallons, Cadiz 522-6332.
F5NC after 5:00 p.m.753-6278.
F5P
LONG BRUNETTE wig, 100 per
cent human hair with case, and
stand. Styled 940.00. Phone 753'1237 after 5:30p.m.
F3NC
_

DO YO
short?
only $1(

Phone 753-5273

Corner 7th & Main
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APARTMENT one
block frith.University, $400.00
per semester plus utilities for two
8 . Phone John Pasco, Jr.
FOR longer wear keep carpets TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. s7tudents
TFN
clean with Blue Lustre. Rent East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will •
•
electric shampooer $1. Begley, finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
TWO BEDROOM trailer. Phone
Drug Store, Central Shopping month. Call 753-6202 or 753Jimmy Stallens, Cadiz 522Center.
F5C 364g.
TFC
-_.....
6332.
,
F5P

Returns
only

For culture. ,
- --HOLLYWOOD Ott)
The Motion Picture ,Acadeno
has formed a Cultural Projects
committee with Gregory Peck
as chairman. •
•*•
Buys screen rights
HOLLYWOOD ,(UPI)
Producer Max _1.; Raab ha.
bought screen rights to -the
Waznecki 'Brothers' Fighting
and Hygiene Show," an original
screen play, for 20th Centiir%
Fox.
•*
Back to earth

Weekend Special!

New Spring Merchandise

ledger &

FRANKFORT,
Ky.-State
budget officials, busy projecting their outlays for the upcoming bienniom and trying to
make ends meet for the last half
of this fiscal year, have just
received
an
unexpected
financial boost.
-2.- To be precise, the Oink
monwealth of Kentucky is now
tiehsr.
T
The money, in the form of two
$20 bills, was mailed to State
Treasurer Drexel] Davis' office
along with an anonymous note
Monday morning.
The brief note, addressed
simply to "Kentucky State
Treasurer," gave only a partial
clue as to who sent the money
and yhy.
It explained, "Several years
-I received $44u(
belonging to the Kentucky State
government. I now feel
obligated to return this money
and hope it will be put to its
most beneficial use." The letter
was signed "a Kentucky
citizen."
There was no return address
on the envelope, although the
postmark indicates the letter
originated in the Northern
Kentucky area.
Davis, who is more accustomed to dealing with sixand seven-digit figures, seemed
particularly pleased with this
two-digit one.
"In this day and age, with all
the bad news you hear,it makes
you feel good to know there are
still some honest people," he
said.
He said he thinks the individual "Wanted to clear his
conscience" by returnbig the
money.
Davis said the money would
be transferred to the General
Fund where it will be "put to its
most beneficial use."

AUTOS FOR SALE
REAL

23-1/16x35"
-9-New Shipment
hort and
.009 Thick
Long Sleeve
SUITS
These plates are perfect *
for siding or roofing
SUMMER
and
/
barns, for placing
SHIRTS
around bottom of
SPORT
mobile homes to keep
Knits and
COATS
out the wind and snow,
Stay Press
Latest
and for many other -in all patterns
uses such as
Selection
and ielections
"building out"
SHOESby Bostonian & Jansen
mice or rats.
•
Solids-Patent Leather •
2 Tone-Suede & Patent Leather
Cal at
All Fall and Winter Merchandise
GREATLY REDUCED
Times
We have remodeled...come by
and shop around.
Murray, Ky.
, North THE COLLEGE Murray,V
1E
15th St
Ky.
SHOP
FARM WAGON, $100.00. Phone
it
Jimmy Stglons Cadiz 522Across from MSU Library
6332.
F8P *
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
*
Weekdays
bd
p.m.
OPEN* -11 a.m. to 8
p.iii:TaturdaysT
r

zen________

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR SALE

THREE
ROOM
furnished
basement apartment for couple
or single person. Utilities fur
nished. Phone 753-5046 or 753-1739
after 2:30p.m.
TFC

ALIOR
street.
spotle

-er •
PROFESSIONAMTICE space'
Available. For , lnformnatiocontact Bruce Thomas at Federal ;
Savings and Loan, Main Street in
Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC l••
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished;
duplex, fully carpeted, central
heat and air. Built-in stove.-•--Phone 753-4478 or 753-9135. TFC;.

FOR RENT
--GREEN ACRES TRAILER
COURT
-North 16th Street Extended
FURNISHED UPSTAIRS.-19'wide and 12' wide trailers
bedroom apartment at 8th and
meted throughout, all clean
Vine. Couple only. $45.00 per in
good repair. Rent
month. Ptaige_76
F4C reasmabk-e-WilitiniTcOuples
only.
THREE - BEDROOM- house,
Phone 70
141019-•
electrietillet and air, claire to all
schools. Extra large living room,
large amount of built-in storage.
Phone 753-4592 after 6:00
LARGE MOBILE home, all
p.m.
furnished. Electric heat, airronditioned, automatic washer.
THREE BEDROOM furnished Located 12 miles from Murray
trailer, located one mile North on near New Concord on Kentucky
Benton Road.Phone958.Lake.Phone 436-2427.
• F7C" .
38I1.
_
- -• F3P

COURIER 23 CHANNEL twoway radio, tuner plus two base
microphone, and a Jewel Box
Model 150A linear amplifier. All
irr excellent condition. Must se'
SPECIAL PRICES on good used Will make fantastic bargain. See
trolling motors. Used Silvertrol at 1405 Main St., Apt. 1A,
.•
trolling motor, like new, $49.95 Murray.
F3P
each. Used Shakespeare trolling
19'70 Olds Cutlass 2-door hard top, local one-owner, low
motor, like new $49.95 each. SMALL FARM,44 acres with lots
mileage auto. Tan with brown vinyl root. Power
Special prices on new Super of blacktop frontage, between
steering, power braes,factory Ur. New car
-tea-W.Motor Guide - Silvertrol and Murray and old Salem church.
C230.
Lazytrol Trailing motors. Mack Has 40x48 pelt born_
-I I I Li
'71161.*
:17
AL1 MEM
-irtritekend
Was xhier-and Mack, Aurora, phone 474- lots of good fence. Lees than 2
2344.
F7C miles from Murray for only
$13,000.00. Call 753-3953.
F5C
USED 2000 FORD tractor, four
cylinder gas. Has power wheels USED JOHN Deere -Wheel discand easy seat. Only 1132 actual sealed bearing,aft. Call 753hours. Excellept condition and
F5C
FOE SALE
r FOR SALE
appearance. Cat-753-2532, or see
at Billington and Forsee Tractor
ACTIVE
bedroom
TWO
10'x50' JAP HAY.- for sale.
FOURTEEN FOOT CHEROKEE
Phone 753Co.
^ F5C Boat
with 20 H.P. Johnson motor mobile home. Carpet, built-in
F 3P
electric
sliding
stoye,
glass
doors
trailer. Excellent condition.
WURLITIER ORGAN for sale and
in
living room. Good condition. 1971 MoRIIR
753-3295.
F5C
HOME,12'x65', full
call /5342fillaffer4:ItYp4n. F5
Phone 753-8558after 5:30p.m. F3- bay
window, two. bedrooms, 112 ..
baths;' carpeted throughout,
extra large living room. Will sell
"NEVER USED anything like furnished or unfurnished. Unit,- says users of Blue Lustre derpenned. Located on large lot
1969 Pontiac Tempest LeMans-2 door hardtop. Green with
carpet cleaner. Rent. electric in Fox Meatows Trailer Court Evinyl roof, bucket seats,, console, power steering,
shampooer $1. Big K, telaire 2. Phone 753-4759.
. F7C
power brakes, and factory air. C264
Shopping Center.
F5C
Was OW.
MA(;NOLIA MOBILE home4
Weekend Price 12175
AUTOMATIC WASHER, good 13'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach
condition.
Phone 753-5933.
F3C Estates. Central heat and air, all
„
electric, heatrm underpenned.
.NEW-PERFECTION oil cooking Two bedrooms, large bath,
Corner 7th & Main
Phone
stove, good condition. Phone 437- washer and dryer included, fully
4179. ,
F3C carpeted, new drapes, recently
painted. Many other extras. You
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. THREE
ACRES, 3 outbuildings, OOD
Kelvinator must see to appreciate.
USED
Drive by
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will 180 ft. well
with pump, partially efrigerator. Reasonable price of and look, then call for apfinance two-thirds at $135.00 a fenced,
stock pond. Seven miles $25.00. Phone 753-2270 before pointment,
753-4307 after 5:00 or
month. Call 753-6202 or 753northeast of Murray, Van Cleve 11:00 a.m.or after 7:00 p.m. F4C 762-2851
( work ).
3648.
F7NC
TFC Rd:753-8188.
F6P
SOLID MAPLE dinette set,
formica top table, four chairs. CLAIR TIMOTHY hay for sale.
"1966" FORD FAIRLANE "GT" 1965-10'x55' TRAILER, two
Phone 753-3820 after 5:00 p.m. F4'
F4C
bedrooms,
partially
furnished.
Phone 7514791.
Excellent condition. Phone 753Washer
and
dryer
extra. Phone
F5P
5517 or 758-2335. $450.00.
753-7401 between 8:00 a.m. and
5:00 a.m. •
FOC
T.V.ANTENNA and pole, Big
Jock,Call 753-7MO..
1W 12 x 52 MOBILE HOME. Two1970 Pontiac Tempest 2 door coupe.
bedroom. Carpeted. Four inch
Dark green with
green vinyl roof. Sharp car. Power
steering, power
1967 D.ATSUN, baby blue. walls. Extra nice. Phone 753-4019
brakes, factory air. C56
F4C
•
Leaving town and must sell, best after 4:00p.m.
Was MNeller will bay. Call 753-1655 af
Weekend Price '2175
F5P
4 p.m.
CLOSE OUT on all
11 car ta pe
layers. Standard brands. ti
HAY, RED clover and arch.
Price plus tax. College Shop,
Corner 7th & Main
grass. Call after 5 p.m.'753Phone 753-5273
p
l
c
North 15th Street.
F4C
7550.
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Weekend Special!

PARKER FORD, Inc.
753-5273

Weekend Special!

PARKER FORD, Inc.

LARGE
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Donald R. Tucker &Associates
DO YOU WANT A HOME of your very own but funds are
short? How about this 2 bedroom newly decorated home for
only $10,500.?

BEGINNERS SPECIAL! This neat little frame house has 2
bedrooms down, 1 up; electric heat, air conditioner, some
carpeting, draperies. Can be bought for just 114,800. Don't
miss this one!

unfurnished
)eted, central
luilt-in stove.$3-9135. TFC.

:Nrr

E TRAILER
tT
t Extended
wide trailers
ait, all clean
air. Rent
-led -couples

E home, all
ic heat, airnatic washer.
from Murray
on Kentucky
27.
--1e7C-

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE, Double your Mon. with this
duplex...2 bedrooms each side, fully occupied. Lot is
107'x192', big enough to build 2 more apartnents. Can be
- yours for 124,500. Great investment! •
IT COSTS NO MORE TO OWN LOVELY brick duplex than to
pay that apartment rent. Have an income while you are
buying. Each side fee-totes-rbedrepins, built-in kitchen,
central heat and air,carpets. Only 2 years old.
282'x308' COMMEROAL LOT at 10th and Arcadia. One of
best locations in town. &IT now. start _Widths LeFr own
buisness tomorrow.
_ .

If YOU THINK A NEAT SMALL HOME is herd to find, then
see this 2 bedrotim brick at 1102 Vine Street. Completely
COME AWAY FROM THE EVERYDAY!! The charm of
carpeted,lovely drapes,just the right size lot for easy care. A
yesteryear will be yours in this 2 story victorian mansion.
real buy.
— Features 7 bedrooms,gracious curved stairway,4 Fireplaces,
family room, dining room, large modern kitchen with all
:A cHAL-404
lattdderimmtuac
—
eavyWar-erowd by owning
remodel and resell. Tbls 4 bedroom 11
/
2story brick home has
"That Different Place."
unlimited possibilities. Ideal investment property and less
than $16,000.
NO SALES PITCH,JUST A DARN GOOD DEAL. Apartment
house with 9 apartments completely furnished within
ADORABLE & AFFORDABLE. 10 year old brick on quiet
walking distance of University. Ideal for investment. Income
street. 3 bedrooms, drapes, electric heat, built-in range,
plus tax relief. ACT NOW!!!
spotlessly clean. A bargain at 120,750.
NEED A BUILDING SITE not in the city-22 acres North of
Stella with _foundation-416d- eterage building under eon-- START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT! Ownership doesn't:met-it
pays! See this3bedroom brick home with living roan4-dining ____Struetion.
_rooin,titchen. family_room, extra large patio,loarports
TACRESFRMING US641 North with around 700' highway
with lots of outside storage. $22,500.
frontage..
BE NUMBER ONE - To see our just listed house and No. 1_
26 ACRES on highway 94 just 12 miles Northeast of Murr
with added income. Two sleeping rooms in back of home add
ideal location for future investment.
$70.00 to your monthly income, while you relax in the modern
3 bedroom house.
A 1972 DREAM-100 acre farm for only $16,500. Located
IT WOULD BE THE PERFECrsetting for youiitiqiies7A
creative mind could turn it into the charming cottage it longs
to be.Imagine 5 bedrooms,one with a fireplace, dining room,
basement, on 2 acres. Large outside shop building.
STAr'f' YOUR YEAR OFF 'RIGHT in this attractive 3
/
2 baths-has Y2 bath off master
bedroom brick home. 11
bedroom, gas heat, 2 air conditioners, carpeted,large living
room. Stove and drapes will stay with house.-Garageoutside storage unit. This spacious home can be yours for
much_less than you imagine. CALL NOW! ...,
j
__
NEW LISTING! RECENTLY REMODELED an redecorated
home sibiated on'S large corner lot. Would you believe, 2
. carports and ngardge plus additional outbuilding. Excellent
• location, new carpets, 2 air conditioners, drapes, stove and
refrigerator.
'CONVENIENCE AND CONTENTMENT are yours on Sunset
Blvd. 3 large bedrooms, spacious den and living room, both
with fireplaces, 2 fill baths, lots of closets, built-in kitchen.
All for $26,000. You need to see this one.
A HOME YOU'LL TREASURE,WITHOUT -robbing the
treasury to buy. Beautiful 3 bedroom brick on large lot.
Carpets, drapes,2 baths, central 4eatancil air, modern builtins in kitchen for only $28,000. You Will love the hinny room.

Northwest of Kirksey. We won't have this farm long at this
price.
RELAX IN THE COUNTRY in this cozy home on 5 acres of
good farm land. Only 2 milesSetdbof Murray.
90 ACRES OF SOME of the best land around KIrksey, bc
dered by a water shed lake. Small frame house - excellent
_tobacco barn. Now is the time to start thinking of spr rig
-gintin'.
•
JUST LISTED! EVERYBODY'S DREAM! Approximately
20 acres located on the Wiswell Rd. with 1000 ft. road frontage This property joins 2 subdivisions. This farm has a
complete set of outbuildings including an extra nice stock
barn. City water abutting property at 2 points. Also a very
livable 4 bedroom frame house.
16 ACRE TRACT on Earnest Bailey road. Good investment
property.
PERFECT FOR INVESTMENT - 30 acre tract located on
Johnnie Robertson Road. Develop this atid make your 1972a
richer one!7
,•
2 MILES WEST OF lalftflAY just off Highway 121, we
have
15 acres.

COMMERCIAL FRONTAGE on 641 North.70 acres priced at
LONG WINTER DAYS-ARE EASY by the fireplace when you
$43,000.
have a family room big enough for kids to play and dad to put
-his pooltatileAlargebeciroonuctfultbaths,ceutrki heat and- •
BEEF PRICES-ARE HIGH BUT NOT
,air, spacious kitchen-ill:Uzjg area, attractive drapes. 239,750
425 acre cattle
._farm,-ons-olthe best in Calloway Comity. Excellent fencing,
will make-Wall yours,
excellent soil condition and grasses, phenomenal water
DO YOU HAVE 2 cars? Put both away at night in the 2 car
supply and tremendous financing!
bedroom,
2
-bath
lovely-4
home.
The
this
garage attadhed to
attractive kitchen has all built-ins and opens to dining room
NEW COTTAGE in Panorama Shores. 2 bedrooms, partially
as well as large den. Inviting foyer, large rooms, beautifully : - furnished, is perfect summer home. Let us show you this
closets.
of
Lots
air.
electric
carpeted, central gas heat with
bargain at only $9,500.
SEE THIS ONE TODAY!

Tars

e. Phone 753F3P

1E,1Xx65',full
bedrooms, P2 _
throughout,
-Qom. Will sell
arnished. Und on large lot
-aikr Court E. F7C

31LE home4
e. A-0 Coach
eat and air, all
underpennek
large bath,
included, fully
apes, recently
er extras. You
*...iate. Drive by
call for ap7 after 5:00 or
F7NC

f hay for sale.
er 5:00p.m. F4

1
2
NEWLY LISTED IN GATESBORO. Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2/
bath, living room and dining room completely carpeted, den
with fireplace, kitchen with built-ins, double garage with
electric door. Must be seen to appreciate!
MAKE MONEY WHILE YOU $IPPP with this brick duplex
priced at less than $20,000. Don't let this one get away. 2
bedrooms on each side. Great income!

ON BLOOD RIVER EMBANKMENT, we have 20 acres of
choice waterfront property. Perfect location for development with over 1200 feet of lake frontage. ,
THINKING OF BUIIDING your awn home? We bave'Many
lots listed in most any part of Murray you would Mo.Some
have large treas. All are well located.

DONALD R. TUCKER, Realtor
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Phone 753-4342
Associates:

.-Edifilhight
- Pat *Mobley,

•

home phone-153:4110,
home phone 753-858
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Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.
753.8850 800_Chestnut
1962 GMC ONE ton V6 truck, 8'
bed. 1966 International pickup.
Both in good' condition. Phone
753-4503.
F315
1969 FIAT 850 Spider. Red finish
Roadster,radii),heater, spotless.
Low mileage. One owner. Phone
F3C
753-8609.
1*8 CHEVELLE SS, Rally
wheels, vinyl roof, new motor.
Excellent condition. Phone 7538428.
F4C
1967 AUSTIN HEALY 3000.radio.
Phone 7534386 after 5:00 p.m. F4

SERVICEI_OFFERED. TAX SERVICE. Leave recor
for fast preparation. Government
,trained. Reasonable rates. Phone
75.M959 or 436-5430. February7C
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
TFC
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
HARRY'S ELECTRIC!!!
Rewiring, Service Changes,
Electric Heat Specialist. No job is
toosniall. Reasonable rates..1101
Sycantore. Phone 7532987.
February 15C
:FOR ALL your home additions,
alterations, remodeling, etc.
Free Estimates.Phone 753-SUL— •

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to Notice is hereby given by the NOTICE TO CREDITORS
purchase. Lonardo Piano Co., Planning Commission for the
across from Post Office, Paris, City of Murray, Kentucky, will Pollie M. Stamps, Deed
F4C hold a public hearing on Edwin Stamps, Route 3, Murray,'
Tennessee.
February 15, 1972, at 7:30 p.m.at Kentucky, Administrator
City Hall.
Jame
.
ABLUENAIUM
The purpose thislfiee
CLUB
to hold a public hearing -on
'd
Wednesday Night
proposal to annex certain areas
ands Thorto&Goheen,Cltizentt-THE INNOVATED TOUCH
into the City of Murray, Keri- Bank Bldg.,
Paducah, Ky.,
Friday Night
tucky, as follows:
Executor
SUE &THE NEW BREEDS
Beginning at a point on the
Saturday Night
southeast corner of the present Lola B. Guier, Dec'd
MEN-SAY-SHUNS
city limits located on the west Martha L Gueir, 1607 Magnolia
right-of-way of U.S. 641 South; Drive, Murray, Ky., Executrix
thence west with the present city
limits to a point on the southeast Nina Page Dill, Dec'd
If You
inside corner of the present City George Shaver, 3630 Benton Rd.,
limits; thence south, west,
8, Paducah, Ky., Executor
southeast and south with the
Phone...
present city limits; to a point On Minnie Parker Crawford,--Deed"--the southeast corner of the J. K. Crawford, Route 2, Central'
1
present city limits; thence east City, Ky., Executor
%fere 5:00 Pan.
parallel with the north section
line of Section 3," Township 1, G. Raymond Colson, Dec'd
Range 4 East to a'' point 300 feet Troy- C.- Colson, ,Route--,-L-41534218'
east of the east right-of-way o/ PeducalvEY-;.AdministrakieT:Betwelin 6:00 p.m. U.S. 641 South; thence north
parallel with U.S. 641 South to a Carlos M. Alexander, Dec'tf7:00 p.m. In T
hit an the south propertyslidebt Willis H. Short, Route 2, IVIWifidir
Riverwood Subdivision; thence' Ky., Administrator
-tvening
east to a point on the southeast
If you know your route
corner of Ftiverwood Subdivision;
All persons having claimr
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no, thence north parallel with U.S. against said estates are notified
641 South to a point on the present to present them to the Adresults then call John
city limits; thence west with the ministrator or Executors verified
Pasco , Jr. at the above
present city limits to a point on according to law, same to be
number during the hours
the west riglitafmarof LLS.-841 presented to said AdministratOF
listed
South;themitouth to tbe_point of or Executors in due course of
'beginning.
law.
All interested parties are
This 1 day of February, 1972.
cordially invited to attend this
Marvin Harris, Clerk
INVI
public hearing.
By: Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP

Miss. Your Paper
_ 753-1916

•

Heels in 5 Minutes
Keistier's Shoe

—607 S. 4th

INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
pilliting; any size job.
work
guaranteed. Use first quality
paint. Free estimate. Call-Steve
Todd,753-8495.
February 28C

Murray Planning Commission FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Robert E. M6yer, Commission installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Chairman
ITC

All

11111111111V‘.

wimaiNfailienir

El DISCONIT-Sif
c;101•
•00

HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER
Shell,213Spruce Street, open 9:00
am. till 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Saturday. Haircuts $1.00.
Boy's folircuts $.75.
TFNC

`ttkfs---

Ladles pants - $1.99 to $4.69
Ladies Knit Tops - $1.99 to $2.69
Ledies Dresses 100 percent Poly Double Knit from $8.09
Famous Name Brand Knee Socks $.99

pant suitF
Srrt C°11t5

xivaxotoi Famous

SEPTIC TANK -cleaning, back
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp,7
TFC
503Ib
WILL CLEAN offices at night or
day porter work. Phone 753F313
1459.

Men - Boys Jeans - $311 to $2.M1
Men Hang Shirts -IS to $1.99
Men's 100 per cent Poly Double Knit Pants - 14.99 to 17.99
Also Good Selection for the FAR Out Swingers
,
k
40.
Now Open

FENCE WORK; will build or
repair all type fence, farm or
yard. Free estimate.'Phone 489F3C
2364.

West Ky. Bargain Center

EXPERIENCED SITTER willcla,

cleaning

319 No. Main St -Benton, Ky.

In your home.Phone 492-8190.F4C
HELP WANTED

WANTED-SECRETARYReceptionist. Capable also of
LARGE TWO bedroom brick. BY OWNER; three bedroom
FOR RENT OR SALE
CARD OF THAilliS
I
bookkeeping. List age, exHas large den, livinj room, home; living room, kitchen,
dining room,kitchen with built-in utility room, bath,covered patio, 1971 MOBILE HOME, 60'x12', We wish to express our sincere perience and qualification,to Box
F3C
stove and dishwasher. Carpeted carport, fenced in back yard, located in Symsonia. Two full thanks and appreciation to glir MI,Murray,Kentucky.
throughout. Carport with outside large lot with lots of trees. Phone baths, fully carpeted. Phone friends and neighbors for all the
WELL experienced
storage. See at 1109 Overby. For 753-4921 after 5:00 p.m.
F3(' Symsonia 851-3325 after 4:00
kind expressions of sympathy WANTED:
F3C
p.m.
only. Most have
753-6650. F7P
days
baby-sitter,
appointment
extended to us in the death of our
Phone 492-8399.' -F3C
...loved one, Mrs. Eunice Morris references.
We want to thank those that
50'x28' TH1TEE BEDROOM
OPsent flowers and food and the EXCrEL.LENT
home, large lot, carpet, utility
Tankwagon
PORTUNITY!
!
eat
room,
dining
the
separate
Sugar
room,
Creek Choir for
beautiful songs and the one who driver opening at Standard Oil
iri kitehen. Panorama Shores1
1970
Plymouth
Duster
2
door
hardtop.
White
with
blue
Bulk Plant on Railroad Avenue
F40(
played the piano.
Price $13,000. 436-5585.
vinyl roof, one-owner, new car trade in, power
Good salary plus other extras.
our
Also we want to express
steering, power brakes, factory air, V-8, T96 SICA1E-Faid: good 10c4ion;
Cope for Must be over 2T-.-- tee Paul Dailey,
gratitude
to
Bro.
Glenn
Was $2451r
F4P
business or future investment.
Weekend Price r1175
his comforting words and the Jr.,at Bulk Plant.
Murray,
ap
One mile East
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home.
THE PA .ACE Drive In is open 24
proximately 10 acres pasture.
for their efficient service.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
May Gods richest blessings be hours each day and we need to
Corner 7th & Main Phone 753-5273
hire full time- waitresses Apply in
7 room house,
Cozy older
yours.
Person-only to Palace Drive In,
Modern. For appointment cal;
The family of
TFC
4364173.
arid Cliesinut.
- ITP
Eunice Morris
F3C
-

Weekend Special!
1971 Monte Carlo-6,000 actual miles, just like new car.
lime with vinyl 'roof bucket seats console power
steering, power brakes, factory air! Bought new 4
months ago. Ull
Weekend Price 53775
Was 13805-

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner 7th & Main

Phone 753-5273

Open 95 — Close Sunday
ELEXTROLUX SALES & Services, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington, Kentucky.
TFC

CALL US AT

753-5865
For Prices on

ROHN TV TOWERS

Weekend Special!

PARKER FORD Inc.

9

59c

Includes.- fresh Ground _Beef - Cheese
- Tomato - Lettuce - Onion
- n. *
* Speciai Fri., Sat.. Su

61xine

en with
g, power

Reg

urger

_ To _qualified buyers,
after a down payment of
$195, cash or trade. The
balance due is 11987.75,
payable in 36 monthly
installmeats. A finance
charge of $357.81, at an
APR of 11.08 per cent
and a -total note of
$2345.54. Kentucky state
tax and license additional.

urcharge

NOTICE.

NOTICE

INCDUCTONY OFFER

22 Lovely Homes For Your Inspection

OLDER 2 BEDROOM SITUATED ON A LARGE lot with 177'
frontage. This property is located approximately 3 miles east
of the city limits on Hwy. 121.

PFP7C7E_
- infOrzhatl
rias at Feder
Main Street in
3-7921. TFC ,

NOTICE

1965 FORD V8 four door sedan.
Air conditioning, power steering,
straight shift. A-1 condition. Very
clean. Phone 753-8609.
F3C
-

HOUSE HUNTING?

5

AUTOS FOR SALE

•
.
•
•

• •••
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

•
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1HE WANT ADS WAY753-1916

Call

1;
4 753-1916 SHOP

FOR SALE
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WANTED TO RENT

WANT TO BUY

LOST & FOUND
WANTED _TO RENT, land for
WANT 1'0'1517Y -English
beans. If you have available land
Shepherd male puppy. *Phone FOUND: LITTLE white puppy
call James Or Ktpt Wisehart at
Hoy Higgins 489-2656.
F4C with black spots around eyes on
492-8214. 4
F5P
801 and,Payne, across from park.
Phone 75345.52. _
F3C
WANTTO RENT 35 or 40 acres of
popcorn land in Almo vicinity. If
'LOST MAN'S blaek billfold .
belonging to, John Ell, Route I;
you have aimilable land call
F4C
Norman Carroll 43-30C
Hatte1.-Ketitucky._
. FiC

A
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To _Be On Friday

Kentucky News Round

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)- week to form the Sentinei----''
The education subcommittee of News, the state's second largthe Jefferson County delegation est nondaily newspaper.
The paper, to be published
Graveside services for Mrs.
to the Kentucky Legislature has
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - areas immediately surrounding
recommended an increase in every Tuesday and Friday, will
Miriam Frazee Holton will be
have a circulation of more than
Five streams would make up-a the designated §t„reAghs. Viola-held Friday at-10:30 a.m, at the
occ"Priqicutal taxes te.bail out
tion
could
of
8,000,
the
bring
statute
said W. E. Matthews,
a
system
under
wild-rivers
a
bill
Louisfinancially-troubled
Murray City Cemetery with Dr.
Eugene H. Geurin, prominent the
publisher of the Sentinel and
the fine of up to $1,000 a day.
approved Wednesday
County
Jefferson
and
David C. Roos and Rev. William
ville
The state natural resources Murray business man, suc- schools.
president of Newspapers, Inc.,
Kentucky Senate.
Porter officiating.
cumbed Wednesday at 4:10 p.m.
commissioner
advise
the
would
a
chain of 20 newspapers
preserve
measure
would
The
inThe Max Churchill Funeral
The one-fourth per cent
governor and the general as- at the `Murray-Calloway County crease, limited to two years, throughout the state.
in nearly natural condition:
Home is in charge of the
Hospital where he had been a'
-The Cumberland River sembly of other streams which patient
arrangements.
would mean school occupationsince Sunday.
system.
added
to
might
the
be
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) from
Shoals
Summer
to
the
Mrs. Holton, wife of Henry E.
taxes paid by the city and
al
He
was
60
years
of
age
and his
The Senate approved an
The Agriculture and Natural
backwaters of Lake Cumbergo
to
would
Holton who died in 1936, passed
residents
county
amendment, prior to acting on death followed an extended
Resources Committee of the
land.
away Monday at seven p.m. at
illness. He was born April 1, three-fourths of one per cent.
Kentuclyt House may start conRiver
from
Red
The
the the bill, stating that nothing in 1911, and
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. She was
•
was the son of the late
Kentucky 746 bridge to .the the measure would stop con- Herman
FRANKLIN, Ky. ( AP)-A sidering strip-mine control lega member of the First Christian
Geurin- and Vallie
struction
Army
Corps
of
the
of
.
Camp
mouth
Creek.
of
Seift
factory'which would ernploy 150 islation at its next meeting, the
Church of Murray.
McAnally
Geuriii7
chairman of . the committee
-The Rockcastle River from Engineers' proposed dam along
Survivors are one daughter,
Mr. Geurin had owned and at full production will be built said.
the Kentucky 80 bridge to the the Red River near Bowen, Ky. operated
Mrs.
Gordon (Frances)
Power
Corp.,
Sealed
a
here
by
the Gurin Concrete
Originally, the bill was schedRep. Marrs Allen May, Dbackwaters of Lake CumberJohnston of Bloomfield Hills,
Works in Murray for twnty-five Michigan-based firm.
was
today
but
action
for
uled
Pikeville, says he's been waitMich.; one son, Henry Holton of
Wednesday
said
spokesman
A
years. He had built many of the
ing for distribution of a report
-That portion of the Green moved up because of the pres- service
501 Poplar Street, Murray;
stations in the area. His the firm would build and equip
supporters
of
number
of
a
ence
on an interim committee hearinside
River
Mammoth
located
three grandchildren; two great
about
cost
plant
of
at
a
the
present
location
of
his business
in the visitors' gallery.
ing held last year before taking
Louis Slusmeyer, who died Wednesday at the age of 65, is shawn
Cave National Park.
grandchildren.
is On the Coldwater Road. He $1.75 million to manufacture
Slusmeyer
Kentuckians.
West
action on the various bills.
many
to
familiar
pose
South
here
in
Fork
a
Big
-The
of
the
was--co-sponThe measure
The family requests that in
was a member of the First small rings used in automatic
A
Cumberland River from the sored by Senate Majority LeadLOU of flowers that donations be was formerly the golf pro at the Calloway Country Club, and he
Baptist Church and of Murray transmissions, power steering,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Tennessee border to Blue Her- er Dee Huddleston, D-Ellia- Lodge
_made to the Memorial Fund of built the Calloway golf course as well as several other courses in
compressors.
iutd
engine.
s
small
No. 105 Free and AcSenate action on a state-hiring
the area.
ron.
bethtown, and Sen. Scott Miller, cepted Masons.
the First Christian Church. '
bill will be delayed until a
The same rivers were includ- R-Louisville.
-Some
Ky,
HAZARD,
(AP)
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
hearing
officer files his findings
ed in a bill which the Senate
maintenance
The Sonattpassed and sent Muncie Shroat Geurin of 503 125 household and
alleged merit-system law
amended late in the 1970 sesGAR-governor the first bill of
16th Street, Murray; one-employes ar-IN-Tazard -sion. The changes deleted all
violations by Personnel Comthe 1972 session, a simple daughter, Mrs. Don (Shirley) palachian Regional Hospital
missioner Ralph /-lowe, Majorbut the Green River from the
measure which would make it Johnston of Livingston, Ala.; stayed off their lobs Wednesday
Leader WalterHuddleston
original measure. The bill
easier for a sole beneficiary to _ One eon, Gene Geurin of for the second day as hospital,.
passed too late for concurrence
met
in
officials
union
and
mrs_
settle-an esta
Murray; one sister,
'the bill in question would
in the HON" where SBINI-01014-- The_senate abiti sidied_and___.1hui
Watterlitber,
ene Wiseman of Bloomfield -restos to discuss grievances.
nazvitrla
"II 1946
organist
Gov.
ap
,
served
-She-bad
is headet-one of Murray's' most beloved
Dia-members
of
-Ells, Mich.; one brother,
.
•
ited authoritty to fire Howe,
e bill would limit public
musicteachers, died this without pay for the many years
Funeral services for Louis
Technical
Allied
trict
and
50,
-SB125,establishing the Gov- D. Geurin of Murray; four Workers of the United States would remove the deputy commorning at six o'clock at the saying she was doing this Slusmeyer of 907 Gatesborough access and development in
grandchildren, Cathy, Steve,
ernor's
Council on Agriculture.
missioner and division directors
Murray-Calloway County service for Her Lord.
Circle, Murray, will be held
and Kevin Geurin, all of and Canada left their jobs after
Hospital.
-SB48, requiring Public Murray, and Jay Don Johnston a dispute over the hiring of in the Personnel Department
The music teacher came to Saturday at eleven a.m. at the
from the merit system and
The Murray teacher had Murray September 434:ras a chapel of the Roth Funeral
Service Commission approval of Livingston, Ala.; one great .nonunion security guards.
in
would allow an unlimited numundergone surgery at the
Home,
of
the
Paducah,
Issuance
with
Rev.
or
assumption
grandchild, Kelleye Leigh
teacher of public school music
SHELBYVILLE, Ky.(AP)ber of non-merit system assistBaptist Memorial Hospital,
of securities by utilities. The Geurin.
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